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The interaction betWeen shock v,aves  and boundary layers has
important effects in msny problems of high-speed flcv?. This paper has
been Written as a guide to the litcraturc  On the subject, and as a
critical review of the present state of lmc~llcdgo concerning both the
underlying physical processes and the practical applications. It rvill be
clear to the reader that, although substantisl  prcgrcss has been made,
cur knowledge is still far from ccmplcto  and that mcrc Work both of a
funda~entsl  nature and on specific applications is needed bcforo the *
problem is understood sufficiently Well for dosign purposes.

Part I of the paper describes oxpcriments  on comparatively
simple types of flow dosigned  to prwido fundankmtal  infcmatron and to
assist in the development of the theory. Those  exporinents  show that
the interaction dopends  mainly on the Mach and Rwnolds numbers and on
the btrength  of tha &ok Wave. In particular, tho intoractxn  of a
shock Wave vtith  a lsninar  boundary layor  is shwn to produce much larger
effects than if the boundary layer  is turbulent.  For most oases Where
the Effects  of the ilteract;cn  arc large  oncugh  to havo saricus  praoticdl
ccnscqumces  it is found that the boundary layer  separates from the
surface, and the difference betreen the intcracticn  With la~rinar  and
turbulent  layers arises main@  because  the laminar  layer separates muoh
more reca?iily in 3x-1 adverse pressure  grndiont. 50 details of the
interacticn  downstream of the separation point thus depend critically
on the behavicur of the separated layor,  and on the conditions under Which
it reattaches to the sorfaco.

Mqy'of the features found in the fundar~ental  experiments
appear also in practical applications and those  are considered in Parts II
and III of the paper. Although the erphasis  here is on the perfonwnce  Of
aercfoils and wings maring at high subsonic speeds, the importance  of the
interaction in other examples such as at supcrscnic  trailing edges and in
supersonic intakes is also discussed briefly. Thc differences boixoen the
interaction With laninsr  and turbulent boundary layers are often a SouTce
of serious discrcpanoy  betvaecn mcdol expcrinents  and. full-scale ccnditicns.
for mall-scale  models it is, therefore,  froqucntly  esesntiil  to nakc the

* boun%uy layer turbulent by artificial moans. Sorx  of the diffioulties
lnvclved  in do& this, and certain  of the rncro  pronising r&hods  are
briefly discussed. It is shcvm  that cxperinents  on r.lodols With transition
fixed can be used to explaon a nur;ibor of norodynczCc  offccts  ancountered
in transonic  flight, an3 connected With tho occurrence of shock-induced
separation of the iurbulcnt  boundary layars.  For both +xc-dinensicnjl
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aerofoils and straight and sweptback Wings, turbulent sopsration  occurs
for shooks above a certain strength Which applies  for both model and
full-scale  conditions. The effccts  of separation arc qualitatively
similar under model  and full-scale conditions; d.ifYcrences  in magnitude
Would be expected if the pressure recovery along tho separated layor
between tho shock and the trailing adgo  is affected by Rwlolds nmbcr,
but little information is at present available on tbi, point.

Most of the reporcussmns  of turbulent  sepamtion  on the
steady-motion characteristics of aerofoils and wings can bo traced to
the associated reduction in the pressure recovery  over  the rear of tho
surface. This  is because the pressure attho trailing edge controls
the inter-relation betmeen the tv~o surfaces (so long  as the flotr at the
trailing edge remains subsonic), and in particular tho relative movements
of the shock waves and the extents  of the local rogiom of supersonic
flow. Certain unsteady-flov<  characteristics such as buffoting and control
surface "buzz" are slso  thought to bc closely associated With boundstry-
layer separation.

Some evidence is prosentcd on the influence of section shape
on the occurrence and effects of soparatlon,  but in this, as 3.n maqy
other respects, information relevant  to Wbulont bow&u-y layers is
scarce. Some notes on the tither Work Which is required are given in
Pert IV of the paper.
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1. Introduot~on

In many seronautiodl  problems, such as the flow past vg-ings  and
the flow through engine intakes and v&x3-tunnel diffusers, shook waves meet
the bomdary?layer  on the surface under consideration. In such circumstances
it is well knoT that the shook wave and the boundary layer interact, and
that a flow pattorn may result which bears little resomblancc  to that
cxpocted  in the absence  of viscous offeots. An example  is given inFig. I.
Hero an obliquo shook wave  generated by a wedge held in a supersonic stream
strikes  the surface of a flat plate, the conditions being such that
regular  reflection (Fig. lb) would be expeotod in the absence of the
boundary layor. It is seen in Fig. la that tho ~tw?J conditions
are vary  different  from this. Thus, for example,  instead  of being
roflcctod as a singlo  shock, the incident  shock is reflected as a
system of consprossion  and expansion waves springing from regions of the
boundary layor  c&ending  from a point well upstream of the incidant
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shock to a point well down&rear&  It is also clear  that there are
Corresp~~dhg  dY?ferences  between the measured static pressure distribution
on  the surface  of the plate snd that calculated for regular  reflection.

Attention was first drawn to the probla  UI 1939 by Fcrri',
WtIO,  during tosts in a supersonic tunnel observed  boundary-layer
soparatlon  near the trailmg  edge of an aerofoil  in a regaon where a
favourable  prossure  gradient muld.  be expected. Soon afterwards
observations in several high-speed tunnels revealed the inportance  of
the interactIon  at high subsoruc  speeds where tho supersonic flow is
lirjltod to a region  close to the aerofoil.  Detailed studies werg  initiated
independently in Great Bntait?, Switzerland3  and the U.S.k.495~  in about
1945. The British experinants were confined to the cocrparatively  sinple
case of the inte-action  of a shock wave with the turbulent boundary layer
on the flat wall of a supersonic tunnel. The Sxiss3  andhericarJ+
experinents  exanined  the more con@icatcd  problem of the interaction at
the rea- of tho linited region of suporsonio  fl0~1 near a curved  surfa
held in a subsonic strean. !Lhey were nade with both 1a~L~1ar and
turbulent  boundsry  layers upstream of the shock wave snd showed. that the
nature of the interaction depended critically on the state of the
boundszy  layer. This observation suggested a possible source of serious
scale effect in wind-tunnel tests nade at low Reynolds nunber,  and
incrcasod  effort was accordingly put into the deT-elomnt  of “techniques
for mnmisdng the scale effect by makiry the boundary  layer on the test
surface  turbulent  artificially.

In experiments  on curved surfacesit, is sometines  difficult to
separate  the effects of the interaction  frocl those srising  fron the
limited extent of tho supersonic region and from the pressure gradient
associated 171th  tie curvature of the surface. Thus, slthou&,h useful
lnfornation  continues  to be obtained from tests on isolated aerofoils and
cascades at high subsonic speeds, most recent experinents  which have
been dcsagned  specafically  to investigate the interaction have been ~?tie
in purely suporsonic  flow with a boundary  layer which is not subject to
pressure gradients other than that occurring in the shook wave under
mvestigation. To achieve  tnis  condition the boundary layer under test
is fomed  either on a flat plate spanning the tunnel or on a parallel-
sided body of revolution;  the latter arrangenent  is more difficult
experi.ncntally  but has the advantsge  that effects arising from  the
presence  of the boundary layers on the side walls of the turnel  are
ndninrized. The shock wave is usually produced by placing a wedge in
the supersonic  strcan  above bhe flat plate (Refs. 7 to 13) or by
attaching a wedgo or step to the surface of the plate (Refs. 14 to 16)
or a collar  to the body of revolution (Refs. 17 to 19).

Largely  as a result of experiments of the type described above
the najor effects of Mach number, shock strength and boundary-layer
Reynolds number  on the flow in the vicinity of the interaction are
lmown,  and the physical nature of the underlying mechanisu is at least
partially understood. These  aspects sre reviewed in the first part of
the present paper.

!l'he  theoretical study of the interaction presents CEW
difficulties.  For example, the usual simplifying assumption  of boundary-
layor  theory that changes parallel to the surface are negligible  conpared
with those nornsJ.  to the surface clearly fails near the point where a
shock XLV~  ncets the surface. Thus, although considerable progress has
been nade,  the theory  is still far fron being complete,  or adequate for
design  purposes. A feat.ture which has received  ruoh a%.tention by
theorelncsJ  workers .in the upstreon effect of the shock wave (see, for
exmple,  Fig. 1) whioh Would, of course, be absent in purely supersonic
flow. At one taclo it was thought that this effect could be explained
entirely in terJs  of the propagation of disturbances upstrean through
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the region of subsonic flow which is always present withm  a boundary
layer near the wall. It was hoped, themfore,  that it tit be possible
to odlculate  the upstream influence  by a comparatively  sinple  theory
which neglected the effects of viscosity other than  those which produced
the velocity profile in the bound.ary layer aud the subsonic region near
$gJJj$? The original theory due toHmmth20  was extandsd  by 'i'sien  and

who considered a uniform subsoruc  stream  parallel to the v&l,
by Lighthill  who took a linear velocity profile with z6ro velocity at
the wall,  and by Robinson23 who considered an srbitra,y  profile. It was
found, however, that these theories predicted up&c&n  effects  which were
mch mailer  than those observed in practice, and that the difference
between the extents of the upstreax effect observed for lmin~r and
turbulent boundary layers could not bo explained7 in terms of the
difference  between the thiclmesses  of the subsonic layers.

An alternative approach is to consider the interaction bttween
changes  of the boundary-layer thickness and the pressure changes vhoh
they produce in the general. strean.  For example,  a positive pressure
gradm-& (such as that in a shock wav9)  causes the bcmdary layer to
thicken, and the associated curvature of the boundary layer produces a
further positive pressure gradient (tho flow in the general stre;un  being
supersonic). This  gradient an turn causes a further thickening of the
bounday layer and a further pressure gradient. 'lhe  boundary layer thus
grows in equilibrumwith the pressure gradient caused by its grorrth,
and tie pressure gradient decays gradually as the distance upstrean of
the original disturbance increases. It is thought that this nechaniso
accounts for a large part of the upstrem effect of weak shock vWes,
and for aloost  the whole upstreon effect of expansion waves. The
difference between the upstrean effects with laninar and turbulent
boundary layer arises because a laninar  layor  thickens  ruch nore readily
in sn adverse  pressure gradient. lheorics  have been dareloped  on this
basis by Oswatitsch and liiieghardt2&  and by Lighthill  and appear to be
in reasonable agre9r.lent  with experiment  for weak shook waves
(see section 4).

If t'le shook  wave is strong, the adverse pressure gradient
m;y exceed that needed to separate the boundary layer fron the surface.
Separation then occurs,  and the associated curvature of the edge of the
boundary layer causes a furtho: adverse  gradient ahead of the shook
whi& my still be sufficient to cause separation. The separation point
nay thus be considered to nove upstrean in a manner sini3.r  to that
described in the pre.ious pa-.agraph, until.  the adverse gradient falls
to a value which is just suff:ciont  to provoke separation. In this case
the equilibrium is between the pressure changes produced in the free-
streanl  by the curvature of the edge of the separated layer, and the
prGssur9 gradient that the frictional forces  in tho dead-air region
can %ythstand. Some thickaning  of the boundary layer  nay occur upstrean of
the separation point because of the adverse pressure gradient there.  The
relative ease with which a lsninar  layer separates in an adverse gradient
leads to large differences between the upstrcm effects for ls.nunar and
turbulent layers. Theories  dealing with bound~$ayW&P~tion&ad
of the incident shock have been advancGd by Lees
stew-tam28  and GGild29,B.

The details of the flow donnstr~ of the separation point
depend on several factors such as the shape of the >rall, the floW
dafleotion in the incident shock and, for initially laninar boundary
layers, the position of the region where transition t0 turbulent flow
takes place (see Refs.  12 and 26).

Sepsration  occucs  in nest cases where the effects of the
interaction are inportant  in practice. These  effects, which are usually
undesirable, are discussed in Parts II and III of th0 present PaPer*

Although/
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Although the emphasis here is on the performance of twu-dimensional
aerofoils moving at high subsonic  speeds, other aspects such as the
conditions at supersonic trailing edges, the flow round wings of finite
aspect ratio, and the flow through engine intakes are also described
briefly. !i!he  important question of scale effect is first discussed, snd
it is shown that tests made at low Reynolds number may be 3f limited due
for full-scale application unless the boundary layer is msdo turbulent
upstream of the region where it interacts tith the shock =ave.  For this
reason most  of the observations described in the subsequent paragraphs
were made with turbulent boundary layers. Examples  are included to
illustrate the c.onditions  under which boundary-layer separation may be
expected to occur near a shock mave,  and the effects of shook-induced
separation on the chara.cterislz.os of aerofoils and control surfaces.
Possible remedies for the sd.verse  effeots of separation are also
mentioned, toget.lor with the ties on which further work could useful~
be done.

me problem of pro&ding the pressure on the base of a two-  or
three-dimensional body in supersonic flow is closely  allied to the

. examples mentioned abova,  and. is reviewed in Ref. 31. The importance of
the interaction in the performance of cascades at high s?eeds  is
discussed in Refs.  32 and 33.

Part I. Experiments Designed to Provide
Gamental Information on the Interaction

2 . The Interaction Between the Bound.zuy Layer on a Flat Plate and an
Oblique Shock Wave Generated in the Main Strean

The interactions  between shock waves and boundary layers which
occur in practice are frequently affected by many complicating factors,
and.  in an attempt to give a pwsical understand@  of the problem,
simpler types of interaction w3.l be discussed in this part of the
paper. As mentioned above, a type  of interaction  which has been studied
by may experimenter-, is that between a plane incident shock produced by
a wedge and the born&J.-y layer on a flat plate. This  will,  therefore,
be considered first as it illustrates many of the jmportant  features.
Since they cover a wider range  Df conditions than  most other tests, and
give results which are in most cases in agreement with those obtained by
ether  investigators,  the exper%aents  made recently'1,'2  at the N.P.L.
have been used to provide the examples included here,

!the  principal factors affecting tho interaction are the
boundary-layer  Reynolds number, the Mach number and the strength of the
shook wave. The wind tunnel used in the investigations at the N.P.L.
was designed to enable  each of these factors to be varied independently
over a wide range.

2.1 Description of the Apparatus-

The wind tunnel is of the "direct-discharge" type (Fig. 2a) and
works between a source of dry conpressed  air and a vacuum supply. The
workkg section is 1.5 in. wide and 2.6 in. high and has glass side walls
pemtting photograpm  of the flow. There  is a by-pass (Fig. 2b) beneath
the flat plate Al3 through which tha boundary layer on the tunnel wall
passes, so that a new layer begins at the loadzing  edge A of the plate.
The plate is 6 in. long and spans the tunnel completely; sJong  its
centre line there s.re  a number of static+  pressure tappings  so that the
pressure distribution on the surface can be measured. The shock wave is
generated by a wedge C which in most cases fully spans tho tunnel, and
can be moved along the tunnel by means of a lead screw.
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Tne stagnation pressure of the air entering the working section
can be varied between about $ and 15  atmospheres absolute, gz~ving  for
exmple at bTo =
5 x 106 per inch.

2 a range of Reynolds number from about 1.7  x 105 to
TheMachnumbcr canbe changedbyusing diff'erent

nozzles, and investigations have been made at Mach numbers of 1.5, 2, 3
a n d  4. The strength of the shock is varied by using wedges of different
mgles. At & = 4 wedges of up to 20 6eg. apex argle  can be used,
but at &J = 2, for exunple,  the maxinxm shock doflectix  snglo  that
Can  be used is only about 10 deg. because the tunnel chokes  more easily
at the lower Mach number.*

This apparatus is well suded for dotozmjning the overall
characterxstlcs  of the interaction  such as the pressure distribution at
the wall and the upstream effeot  of the shock. Its smdll scale m&es it
less suitable, hnvvover, for the determination  of details of the flow
such as the boundary-layer profiles.

2-z fielimzinarv  Discussion of the Expertintal  Results

Experimental results for a number of Reynolds numbert,  Mach numbers
and shock strengths are reproduced in Fig. 3. In Fig. J(a) the Reynolds
number is very low and the shock is very weak so that the boundary layer
remains 1amina.r  throughout the region of interaction. With a slightly
greater shock strength snd slightb  higher Reynoids number the flow is
as in Fig. 3(b) where transition to turbulent flow OCCUTS  at the posItion
Mere the shock strLkes  the boutdary layer. With strong shocks but
fairly low Reynolds numbers the boundary layer is lsninar at separation
but turns turbulent upstream of the shock, acl in Fig. 3(c).  If the
Reynolds number is increased sufficiently, transztion  takes place
upstream of the regxon of interaction. The flow pattern is then similar
to that for regula? reflection ti the shock deflection angle is less
than about 6 deg. as in Fig.  3(d). For stronger shocksflow separation
qccurs  even for turbulent boundary layers, however, and the flow pattern
1s thm like that shown in Fig. 3(e).

It can be seen that large departures of the flow pattern from
that predicted Ior ragiLar  reflection  occur when there is considerable
separated flow, and the principal difference between 1amins.r and
turbulent interactions 1s associated  with the much groator rendlness
with which a laminar boundary layer separates.

A feature common  to all interactions  of the type considered
here is that the ultir;ate pressurs rise on the plate is roughly the
seme ns for regular  reflectIon of the shock because the combination of
compression and expansion waves reflected from the .boun&uy layer has
the overall effect of turning the external  flow (which has been deflected
through the incident  shock) back to a dlreotion approximately parallol
to the wall just as the reflected shock does in regular reflection. A
furthor  charasterxtic,  except  for weak shocks and turbulent boundary layers,
is that the shock is reflected. locally where it strikes the boundary layer
as an expansion wave. 'Ihis is a consequence  of the fact that the
separated  boundary layer is unable to vathstand a sharp pressure gradient and
thus behaves rather like a constant-pressure boundzuy as far as shock
reflection is concerned.

The particular affects produced by different boundary-layer
conditions are discussed below.

2.3/

-_-_-_--------------------------------------------------------------------
%t is not possible to reduce the blockage by mal&g  the wedge very short
because the incident shock is then followed too closely by the expansion
wave spr-hgmp  from the roar of tho wedge.
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2.3 Results for Boundary Layers Laminar  over the Vhole Region of
Interaction

(a) Flow Patterns and Pressure Distributions at the Wl.l.

These are as in Pig.  f+. If the shock is suffioilntly  weak
(with a deflection angle  less than about 2 deg.) flow separation does not
00cLlr. The pressure distribution at the wall has a single point of
inflection at approximately the position where the shock strikes the
boundary  layor. For stronger shocks separation occurs, and the pressure
distributzon  at the wall has three  points of inflection, i.e., the curve
has a "foot" . This type of distribution arises in the following manner.
The pressure gradient  increases continuously up to separation, but
downstream of separation there is a doad-air  region* near the wall.  Ihe
boundary layer c:n withstand a considerable adverse pressure gradient
where the dead-air  region is thin, because the rate of change normal to
the wall of the frictaon  forces acting on the dead air can then be
consideiable,  but this is not so when the region is thick. The &ad-air
region thickens rapidly downstresm of separation becau:e  the edge of the
boundary layer is defleoted away from the wall.
fslls  off downstream of separation.

lhe pressure Sadie& thus
At the point where the shook strikes

the boundary  layer the flow is deflected towards the wall by the shock and
the reflected expansion, so that the dead-air region besomos thinner again.
Hence  the pressure gradient inorcases  once more until the reattachment
point IS reached. Downstream of this point tho pressure gradient again
falls as the boundary-layer profile returns to tho undisturbed sero-
pressure-gradient form, and the pressure approaches its peak value
asymptotically.

It should.  be noted that with completely laminsr boundary layers
the foot on the pwssure curve ends where the shook strikes the edge of
the boundary layer. Also, the max@pressure  gradient downstream of the
foot is of the same order as that near the separation point at the
upstream end of the foot.

It is found that for given shock strength the upstream di.StBSe
d divided by the displacement tnickness see Fig. 4) increases with
increasing: Reynolds number R. roughly asby i/bRo (thi s is discussed further

104  "P
in seotxon  2.3(b)).  The qusntity -t-

( >
---

6,* R
is, therefore, a function

of shock strength and free-stream Nach number only. It is plotted in Fig. 5
f o r  MO =2,jandl+**  .against  peak pressure ratio
&ax
---- and also against peak pressure ooofficient  ---
Pi

y; [~!y . me
i

upstream effect for a given  prossuro  ratio is mch smaller  at the higher
Mach numbers, although for a given pressure coefficient the effect ~8
approximately independent of Mach number.

-----------L--------___________________ ----------_------_----------------
"The doad-air  region is defined as being of thickness t where, in the

1

t
usual notation pudy = 0. The velocities in the dead-air region,

althw  small, &e not zo~usince  there is reversed i'low at the wall and
forward ilovf tither out.

V*Experimontal  difficulties prevented boundary-layers laminsr  over the whole
region of interaction from being obtained at E. = 1.5.
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For turbulent boundary layers,
empirical rel.atim3J0,'  is

on the other hand, a semi-

“Y

Y-4
1;:;

1 + ““““”  M: I
ps - P i 1 2
_“““” = ““““..“““““““““““” -1

Pi Y-1
1 + 0.64 ----- Ill=

t 2 !i

. ..(2)

which gives the values 0.52, O.&, 1.51 and 2.08 a t M1 = 1.5, 2, 3 and
4 respectively. !lhese values are egain  in fair  ageenent  with experinent.

Comparison of the mluas calculated from  equations (1) and (2)
shcrvvs  that the turbulent layer can withstand a mch larger pressure
increase than  the l?mLuar layer mthout separating.

In section 2.3(a)  it was stated that a wholly laminar boundeuy
layer would not separate if the incidence shock rms of less than about
2 deg. deflection angle. The pressure rise for regular reflection of a
2 deg. shock is roughly Imice  as large as that given  by equation (1).
!Chis equation is, however, applicable only where separation occms
upstrem of the shock. If the shock strikes the boundary layer at a
position where the preswe  rise is less than that given by equation (1)
it is possible for separation not to occur even if the ultmate pressure
rise domnstrezm of the shock is considerably greator  than that given by
the equation. W;th wholly lminar layers it is found that the pressure
increase doomstream  of the shock is roughly the sane as that up to the
shock, so that  the ultinate preswe  rise for a shock just strong eTioWJh
to cause separation is rou@.y twice the pressure increase at separation.

With turbulent boundary layers the pressure increase downstrem
a shock just strong glough to muse separation is nuch less than that up
to the shock. Accordingly, as stated in se&Ion  2.5(a), separation for a
tudxiknt  bmndexy layer occurs for inc53ent  shocks of greater than about
6 deg. deflection angle since rgular reflection of a 6 deg. shock gives
a pressure rise approtimately  equal to that prcdictcd by equation (2).

Of

!Chis concludes the survey  of the exporiuents  perfomed at the
N.P.L.  on the interaction  between a boundary layer on a flat plate and QI
oblique shock wave genorated in the mainstree&  Further details vi5ll  be
found inRefs.  11 and 12. A brief account will now be given of the
experiments which are .&ill in progress. Here the shock wave is generated
by a wedge attached to the flat plate and the conditions  thus bear certain
siuilexities  to those at the trailing edge of a supersonic aerofoil  (see
section 8).

3./
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3 . * Intera~~3..n  between the Boundary Iayer  on a Flat Plate and a
Shdck  Wave Cznerated Qv a Wedge on the Plate

3.1 Description of' the Apparatus

The apparatus is the same as that used in the experiments
described above  except that the wedge is placed on the surface of the
plate as sketched in Fig. 2(c). !the  wedges m-o considerably shorter than
those used to produce shocks in the mainstream*.  It is, therefore,
lpssLde to use larger wedge angles mthout choking the tunnel. Hcwever,
wedge angles nearly tice  as large are needed to product  tho same pressure
rise in the boundary layer, and accordingly, the range of peak pressure
ratios covered is no greater than with shocks goncrated m the mainstream.

The wedges have presslse tappmgs  along tho mclinad face so
that the pressures on the wedge as well as on the Plato can bc measured.

3.2 Discussmn  of the Experimental Rcsul.s

As mth shocks generated in the mainstream it is found that
three  types of boundary-layer flow can occur  - wholly lsminsr,  lsminar at
separation but turbulent at reattachment, and wholly turbulent. 'L%
varlatzcn of upstream effect with Reynolds number in thcso  three  rggimes
follows the same laws as with externally generated shocks. In all cases,
however, the ipstresm  effect is considerably smaller than for an external
shock giving the same overall pressure rise and for the same Mach number
and Reynolds number. %s is itlustrated  in Fq. 12 ?hich shows the
interactmn  of a stsong  shock wave wrth a turbulent boundary layer at
& = 4. !be upstream effect is much less I;ath the wcdgo on tho plate
although the pressure rise in the region of interaction  is actually
slightly greater than for the external shock. Figs. 13, 14 and 15 also
show this ddference  of upstream effect. Here the dcttcd curves  give
the distance from the point  rrherc  the pressure begins to riso to the
point where the externdly-generated  shock strlkcs  tho boundary layer.
Although the ditference  1s undoubtedly assoclatod  with the different ways
in v&ich the dead-air reglcn develops and 111 which reattachment takes
place, the details are not yet undgrstocd but it is hcpcd that further
work now in progress will reved  the explanation.

Separation is found to occur  at the ssmo pressures with the
wedge on the plate as with a shock generated in the main&roam. This is
because the pressure distribution in the region of the soparat.tlon  point
must be in equilibrium  with the local rate of thickening of the boundary
layor. Hence provldcd that the positlcn of the agency  whhlch  prwokes
separation is so adjusted that the separatlcn  point remains fixed, the
pressure distribution in the neighbcurhccd of separatlcn  will bo
independent of the nature of the agency.

4. An Expsriment to Determine the Upstream Influonco  in tho Absence of
S3wratmn

Since the upstream influence which takes  place in tho absence
of separatzm  is small (of the order of ten boundary layer thicknesses
far lsminar,  and one boundary layer  thlckncss  for turbulent  layers) it
1s difficult to measure accurately z.n experiments  of the type described
above. Moreover, in the case of a laminar  layer, it is difficult in
practice to produce a shock wave which Ls SC weak that separation  does
not occur. To prcvide data for ccmpsrzicn  with theory  an expcrlmed+
has, therefcre,  been made recently  at the N.P.L.  on a ccmparatzvcly
simple node1 of a boundary layer produced by tho apparatus skctchd  in
Fig. 16. Here a subsonic stream moving parallol to the suporscnic
mainstream (&, = 1.6) is formed by a secondary  nozelc located in the

wall/-----v-e - -------T  --- -- -------- -- -- ----WKey  neverBieIess avcd  der?crcnce  eVecZs &cm ?3G-~$ZiZKZEXZ~
rear  of the we

"fi
e equally wellbecausc  the convergence of the expansion

and shock cannc  influence the flow in the region of lntoraction  as it
can for the exter%.l&v  genncrated sh"?':.
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wall of a supersonic tunnel. The Nach nunbor  of the secondary stream is
edjustdd  by controlling its toted  head by neans of a vzilvo  at tho entry
to the secondary-stream settling chanbor.

The flow exsMned  was that up a wodgo attached to tho ~4.1
under the secondary stream, s.nd the upstzean effects of the wedgo were
determined by schlieren  photography and pressure noasureuents at the
wall. lhe Mach number profiles 111 the socondaqy  stream  m?re determined
frcoa explorations nade with Pitot  and static tubes; the conditions wore,
of course, not uniform aoross  the streaGl  because of the fornation of a
boundary layer nesr the w&l1 and a r.nzing  region near the outer odgo.
Some of the experimental results are shorrn in Fig. 17 Rhere  the distance
upstream of the ledding  edge  of the wedge at which tho prossure  rise
at the wall has fallen to 0.1 of the total pressure rzse  is plotted
against the mean Mach nuriber  of the secondary strean.

The theory suggested25  by Lighthill enables the up&rem  cffoct
to be caloulated  for the neasured Nach nunbor  profile  zn tho secondary
stream, and the results thus obtained nro included  in Fig. 17 for
comparison with the upstrean effect observed  cxperinontnlly.  'lho
agrement  is seen to be quite  good, and since tho upstream effect  which
occurs m the absence of separation does not need to bo Norm  aocurstoly
this  suggests that the theory is satisfactory for mst practical purposes.

Part II. !L'ho  Effects of tho Interaction
on Aerofoiln and Wings

These effects are found to be very iqportant  and to have
considerable influence on the nerodyns~Co  forces and nonents for
aerofoils,  wags and control surfaces. This  1s particularly so at
tmnsonic  speeds when the flow is supersonic over part of the chord
only and the shock-waves nave  along the surface to the trailing edge
as the free-strean Mach nmber  is raised and the supersonic flow extends
to the trailing edge. !Che  transonic r6gino is oxtraordjnsrily  corrplex
theoretiodly,  because, in addition to tho difficulties assocwted with
the mixed subsonic and supersonic flow, the strong inter-relation betneon
the main flow and the boundary-layer  flow precludes a trontiont  similar
to those which have  proved successful for flow with boundary layers at loo
speed& and supersonic  speeds~. The experimental results dosorzbed in
the succeeding paragraphs illustrate how closely the behavlour of the
mvced flow and the effects of the shook-wave boundary-layer interaction
are interwoven, and how the work on the idealized flow-r.lodels  disousscd
above (Part I) is help- towards a better undorstsnding of both. They
further demonstrate how the results of carefully controlled wind-tunnel
tests can be used to explain a nuubcr of aorodynanic  phenomena enccn;ntored
m transonio  flight and connected with the ocourronce  of shock-induced
separation of the turbulent boundary-layers.

5 . Scale Effects

As one night  expect, the influence of Reynolds number on the
interaction leads  in certain cirounstances  to considerable scale effects
on aerofoils. An understsnding of such effects is iqortant  for the
proper control of wind-tunnel experinents  snd reliable interpretation
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These separaticns  are the cause of the large 'upstrem-influence'  of the
shock-waves, end also of the changes m shock pattern illustrated by the
exmples  gmen in Figs. 18 and lg. 'he extcnkm 'foot' on the normal
shook in Fig.  18(a) zhows tho extent  of 13ninar  separation  in that case,
the foremost inclined compression  occurring imx%iiatcly  upstream of the
point of separation. The mechazim whxzh produces the upstroaz+i.nclincd
wave m Fig.  19(a) is thought to be associated Vith the flnito height of
the supersonic region"; the gradual comprcsslon  accorxpanying  the sopmatmn
products a convergence of the
(i.e.,

'mconing'  fmily  of oharactcristics
thos?  inclined upstream with respect to tic surface  and along

which infinitesmally  mall conprcssivc  disturbances are occurrmg)  amI
therefore a finite disturbance at a point above the surface,  which in
turn  leads to the 'inmmL.ngl  shock.

The pressure ohsnges  on the surface under the two shock patterns
illustrated for lminsr layers are the sane, and very smilar to those
observed for an inclmed wave inpmging  on a fiat  plat0 (~00 82.3). This
type  of pressure distribution seem m fact to occur U3ost universally
when a shock-wave mteracts  with a lmimr boundary-layer at low Reynolds
numbers. The shape of the curve has the appearance of the plsdmr foot*
described in H2.j  if plotted with increasmg  pressure upwards, or of a
'trunos.ted peak' If plotted with decreasing pressure upwards, as is ususCl
for aerofoils. The weak compression  always occurs at, or just upstrem
of tho separation  potit. For the shock shown  in Fq. 18(a) the nati
compression occurs through the main,  or normal, branch of the foot; for
that  jn Fq. 19(a) the main coripresslon  occurs tbrowh the shorter normal
shock downstream of the other waves, the upstrew-inclined  wave and 5ts
reflected expansion togother  having a comparatively  small effect on the
pressure at the swfaco.

The effect of 1ar.dns.r separation on an nerofoiL  decreases
with increasing Reynolds nuder  in mxh the sxle way as was observed for
the flat plate. !Chis is shown in Fxg. 20(a) by the pressure distributions
for a typloal  oase38,  the truncation of the peak bccor:mg loss noticeable
as the Reynolds number is increased. The effect of the lwinar separation
had apparently become neg;lQible  at R = 3.5 x 106~  although tho
boundary layer reLuinod  laninar  upstrcarl of the shock.

An effect similar to that of increasw  Rw!ynolds nmlbcr has been
obtained  by injecting  minute quantities  of air into the boundary l+yer  and
is illustrated 3.n Fig. 21. The aerofoti  was zyrnxctricd  and vms fitted
with a row of axiLl holes across the span at 0.15 chord back frox the
lead3ng  edge. The purpose of these holes was to pronote transition to
turbulent flow by the nethod introduced by Fage and Sargcndy.  As found
by them, it was necessary to inject  about 0.01 to 0.02 of the ISSS
flow in the boundary layer to cause transition, but if wller  quantities
were injected  a progressive change took place in the interaction  between
the shock-r7ave and disturbed laminsr  boundary-layer.  The photograph
in Fig. 21 (a) for no injection (top left-hand corner) shows nod shocks
cm both surfaces, each with lsninw separation and gradual comprcsslon

sOLlO/

----------------------------------------------------------_-_-_-_-_-_-
%Ct should be noted that this type of shock pattern changes to the one
illustrated in Fig. 18(a) as the free-strew Etch nur.lber, and there-
fore the height of the supersonic region, is increased.

"'Ike  exact shape of the c-e caMot of ccurse  bc found on an aerofoil
whcro tho numbor of pressure holes is usually scvercly  Exited.



some distance upstream of its foot. lTne  other photographs show the
progmssive  change in the lower surface shock as the injection quantity
was increased  on this .s.mfaoe. The point of ,eparation  moved nearer to
the main shock, just as it does with increasing  Reynolds number; for the
highest injectica  there was practically no upstream effect, the boundary
layer being turbulent at the shock for this case. No air was injected
on the upper surface for any of the photographs. The change in the
presmn-e dlstributlon  for the lower surface 1s shown in Fig. 21(b).

It is wested  in g2.3  that the injection of increasing
quantities  of air has this sdwity  to ulcrcasing  Reynolds number
because the disturbance to the laminar layer becomes sufficient to
affect the stabiLiQ  of the separated, or vortex layer, and hence the
extent of the separation, before it is sufficient to cause transition
upstream of separation*. Tnis  suggestion  is supported  by the comparfson
in Fig. 22(a) of four pressure distributions obtained on an aerofcil  for
identical condzitions except for changes in free-stream turbulencey".  For
the lowest turbulence  the 'truncated peak', Qpical of separated laminar
boundary layers, is very marked, but its extent ad presumably that of
the 1smins.r  separation decreases for increasing turmel  turbulence. A
direct-shadow photograph indicated that the boundery  layer was still
ladmar back to the shock for the case with highest turbulence (the
pressure gradient in the local supersonic flow upstream of the shock is
of course strongly  fa-able).

The pressure distributions in Figs. 20(b) and (o) suggest that
the changes in flow with mcreaso  in Reynolds number when the bounda-y
layer is turbulent- at the intaraot~on,  and also the ddferences  %th
lsmin~ ma tur"9'

ent boundszcy-layers  when the Reynolds numbcr is as
high as 3.5 x 10 , nre smil.l III comparison with the effect of increasing
Reynolds number up to 3.5 x 106 when tho boundary layor  is lsminar

t
see Fig. 20(a)). This is in agrownt with results on the flat plate
see above), and it h&s also been confirmed in flight&O  on a special
smooth aerofoiJ.  built round the wing of an alroraft  that there is little
difference between the shape of the pressure distribution ourv~s  fo
laminar  and turbulent layers at high Reynolds numbor (17 to 20 x 10 z
on the chord of the special aerofoil);***

, based
a typical comparison is shown

_-_-_------_----_-_---------------------------------------------------
*A similar  change, but m the reverse direction, has been observed'5
as carborundum,  stuck to the surface to cause transition, was
gradmlly  blown off by the airstream.

"These observations were made in tha N.1.L.  20 in. x 8 in. High Speed
Wind %nnel,  for which tha turbulence is now normally  low, during an
early investlgatzon  of inconsistencies which mere traced to dirtiness
of gauzes and poorly designed. stra3.ghtener vanes. The inference that
the relevant change was in the free-stream turbulence was &?Swn  from
low-speed drag measurements at another incidence. These  are shown
m Fig. 22(b).

Transition r;as fixed by a lme ahead of the 1eaSng edge.

*?ty*This  cxpertimt  1s noteworthy  for other reasons, n-e&,  that with
transitIon  free the boundary layer remained lsminsr  right back to
the shock, that extremely small regions of laminar  separation  wwo
then detected just upstream of the shock but had no effect on the
pressure distribution, and fin&lly,  that the profilo just upstream
of the shock in a boundary layer made turbulent artificidJy  was
s typical  "turbulent" profile (sco Fig. 20(d)).
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in Fig.  20(d). Jt should be noted, however, in Fig. 20(c) and (a) that
the pressure recovery dcwnstrecn  of tho shock is mcro ccmplstc when the
boundary layer is lez&ar up to the shock and in particular a higher
pressure is reached at the trailing cdgo. ResLiLts at high Mach numbers
for the case represented in Fig. 20(c) suggest that the difference  tends
to increase  With increasing Mach nurAber3S.

The most obvious danger of making tests at low Reynolds numbers,
if the results are to bo applicable at high Reynolds numbers,  is tho
probable ccourronce  of extensive laminar  separation up&rem  of the shocks.
This  could be avci ed either by making the tests at Roynclds numbers
above about 4 x 102 or by f%&ng transition fcrwsrd of the shocks. We
feel, however, that even at high Roynclds numbers it is important also to
distanguish  between results  obtained with laminsr  and those obtained Mth
turbulent boundary-layers at the interaction because the differences,
although less obvious,  are still very real for aercfcils and wsngs.
Soparaticn at tho shock will ccour  at tiferent  free-stream Mach numbers
for the two cases,  for exaqlo, and will have diff'eront effects on the
pressure roowery downstream (see Fy. 20(c) and (a))*.  That these
fac$rs can be highly significant  will be realized from the discussion
in 87.

Sante  extensive  areas of laminas  boundary-layer flow ore not
yet attained in flight, the mere important practical case is that with
turbulent  boundary layers, and v&d-tunnel  tests should therefore if
possible be made mth the bcundary  layers turbulent at the shock waves**.
There should then be little effect of Reynolds number on the actual
lnteraoticn  or flow pattern; in particular,
should not be affected (see 2.6).

the occurrence of separation
The pressure distributions in

Fig. 20(b) suggest  also that in some circumstances the pressure
reccve?y  downstream of the shock may not be greatly affected,  but it is
w?phasised  that there is little infcimaticn  on this important point
which ~1.11  be referred to a&n III 87.

As suggested by ~cung41, the interest in results  obtained wLth
laminsr  bound--layers  may well increase when aircraft fly at Hugh
speeds at great altitudes, because the Reynolds numbers will be 10w and
there will be a stabilizuq  effect on the 1smino.r  layers due to radiation
from the wing and oonsoquent  heat transfer frcm the boundary-layer to the
wing. Results with 1amina.r  boundary lay-ers  may be applicabla  to compressor
blades and propellers. For sqy application it will CCivmys  be necessary,
however, to ake the Reynolds number into account if it is less than
about 4 x 102 and also stream turbulence and condition of the surface.

*In sn experiment  described sn Ref. 57, Gcthert found that deliborate
roughening of the surface on an aerofcil  led to fairly large changes
in the chordwise  positions of the shock-waves. These  changes were
caused by a reduoticn in the pressure recovery downstream of the
shook and hence in the pressure at the trailing edge position
(see R7). It is not known whether the effect of the roughness was
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6. Methods of Fmg Bound--layer  Transition

Ono difficulty  Tlhen tho nodels are ~11 1s to intro&co  a
dlstwbance  sufficient to oauso  transition Ttithout interfering  too
seriously with the r;sain  flow*. It is also Nortant that the profile
and thickness of the turbulent boundary-layer created zstificiall,y
should differ as little as possible fron those of the turbulent layer
which Would occur izorc naturally at hisher  Reynolds nunbars.
Miss GmblcJ8 observed some unsatisfactory effects viith threads on tho
surface Which could have been due to differences of this kind, but on
the other hand there is considerable evldenoe  to show that siuilar  results
can  be obtained for 'natural and 'artificial' layers, (see for
exmplc,  i32.5).

The nethod of injecting s~x%ll quantities  of air into the
boundary layer39 has rnarly advantayes  for suall  aerofoils. This is now
in use at the N.P.L.  rind  1s proving satisfactory provided care is taken
not to inject xuch air in excess of the ninlrnun required to fix
transition. Its duadvanta&es  are that it conplicates  the construction
of the model and that it is difficult to use it to fix transxtxon  near
enough to the nose for tests at hw incidenoes.

Other methods lnc1uJ.e  the stretckiry  of a fine wire ahead of
andparallel  to theleadin@;  edge, a technique whxh'avoids  any
disturbance on the surface but is tificult  to use for three-dimensional
models;  an area of deliberate roughness such as a layer of carboxwndux
powder stuck  to the surface, which however, tends tG get blown off after
a time; and strips, wires or threads protrudjng fron the surface,  vrhich,
on sz&l models at least, tend to introduce  larger disturbances than
sane of the other nethods.

There is need for tither lnvestxgation  of these techniques,
in partxulsr  to discover whether the pressure recovery downstrcx?  of
a shock-induced separation dziffers  for layers in Much the turbulence
was created differently or at different  chordwise positions.

.

7. Shock-induced Turbulent Boundaw Lwer Separation

7.1 Effects on the Steady  Flow round 'Iwo-dinensionti  Aerofoils

Shock ~mves above a certain  strength cause separation of
turbulent la ers on aerofoils just as they do for flat plates
(see above 2.6).3 Recent work at the N.P.L. on aerofojls  with the
b-q layers made turbulent upstream of the shock waves,  incluw
systewtic  pressure plotting and flow photograpw  on three sectxons*",
has led to a clearer understanding of the consequences  of such
separation.

The nest inportant  effects of the steady  flow arc those on
circulation"" and relative shook positions; the effects on shock-wave
stmcture  and on surface pressures in tho timnediate vicinity of the shock
are less spectacular than for lzmi.n3~  separation.

w
______-----__--_--..---__------------------------------------------------
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In the description of the effects on shock position it is
convenient to constier  the movement of a normal shock along a convergent-
divergent noesle for one-dimensional,  inviscid  flow, (Fy. 23(a)). In
spite of the obvious over-samplifioation,  the analogy between this and
the flow in the stream tube adjacent to the aerofoil is useful
qualitatively. Once the speed of sound has been reached at the narrowest
cross section of the nozzle, a further reduction an 'exit pressure1  leads
to a region of supersonic flow docmst&am  of the 'th.roat.t',  which is
termuiated  by a shock. The pressure distribution up to the throat is
unchanged. The location  of the shook is such that the pressure rise
through it and tho subsonic recovery  downstream load to tho required
exit prossure, considered  here to be the lndepcndont  variable. !Iho  shock
mwcs through the nozzle as the exit pressure is still further reduced,
tho only change  upstream being the expansion of the supersonic flow
pernuttod by this  movement.

The foaturos of the flow about an aerof'oil which rosomble  those
in the Q-pothoticsl nozzle  develop as the free-stream Mach number is
increased for a fixed  angle of incidence, and the ensuing discussion
relates to suoh a case. The point at which sonic vclocs.ty is reached
1oOZdly moves forward along the surfaoc  at first  but soon tends  to a
limiting position near tho leading edge with only small subsequent
movements. The supersonic flow upstream of the terminating shock then,
correspond~ly,  changes  only  very little. It is found slso  that this
shock moves along the surface as the pressure at tho trailing edge is
reduced*.

'The  position of the shook in a nozzle  (Fcg. 23(a))  for inviscid
flow with constant upstream pressure is detenr;med  uniquely by the exit
pressure, and the rate of shock movement is therefore  fixed for a given
variation in oxit prossure. If, however, viscous effects are present wimch
mf'luence  the rate of pressure recovery dcwnstresm  of the shock there will
be a different rate of shock movement for the same variation in exit
pressure. The reduction in the rate of pressure recovery due to a
boundary-layer separation could be such an effect, and if. for example,
separation occurred once the shock had reached a certain pomt (hence
a certain strength), tho rate of mcvemont  of the shock would thcrcaftor
be reduced  in comparison to that which would have  occwrod for tho same
variation of cxit prossuro cn the absence of separation (see Figs. 23(a)
and (b)).

For an aerofoil one can consider the pressure at the edge of the
boundary layer (or wake) at the trailing-cdgc  position as being equivalent
to 'ho exit pressure in the nozsle, and it is horo that a further mortant
condition must bo considorod. This is that the prossuro at the cdgo of the
wake at tho trac.ling-edge  positionin  one surface  must be rolatod to that
at the corresponding  position on the other surface.  For the present
qualitative discussion they can be considered to be equsl**.  This
condition controls the inter-relation between the l~?c  surfaces and explas

Wb/

______________________--_-_----_--___-------------------------------------
*It is belioved that further justification for the use of this analogy will
follcw from an snslysis  at present being made of results obtained with
spoilers on an aerofoil. Spoilers of various heights were placed at
various posztions along one surface of an aerofoil and a preliminary
examination suggests that, for a given incidence,  tho position of tho
shock on the other surface depended only on the pressure at the trailing-
edge (with a small amount  of experimental scatter).

**Ihis  is accurate if' there is no change of static pressure across either
half of the wake, or if the changes across the tvro  halves are equal..  In
practice the changes are probably relatively small and. any aiffcrencos
even amller  D
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r;hy a change  locally on one surface affects tho flow about th8 who18
aerofoil or, in more mathmnatical terms, affects the circulation on a
0l.rCui.t enclosing tho aorofoil  and shocks (sea footnote  on pago  18).
If, m the absence  of shock waves, a change occurs on one surface
tending to disturb the cquality  of pressures at the trailing  odgo, the
equality is mdntained  by a chango  in clrtiation;  for oxsmple,  if tho
disturbance tended to decrcase  the pressure at the trailing odgc on the
upper surface  the change in circulation woKId bo in tha direction to give
decreased velocities (i.o., increased pressures) over  tho upper swfaco
and incroase3  velocities over the lower surface, i.e., a docroaso in
circulation. If the equality is disturbed  when shock TXWOS are present
it is maintained chiefly by movements of the shocks, in the 91110  way as
effects on exit pressure would be compensated for in a nozzle,  end the
supersonic flow upstream of ths shocks is only slightly affected".

The pressure at the trailing-edge position clearly plays a
ntal  part in determining the flow about the whole aerofoil and, before
finally discussing tho overall  effect of turbulent separation, it is
relevant to consider how  this pressure depends on fYw-stream  kiach
number in the absence of separation and how it is affected by separation.
It is found that the coefflciont  Cpr.~y* is almost constant, possibly
increasing  slightly, for increasing Mach number up to a certain value,
after  which it begins to decrease more or less abruptly. llms is
illustrated in Fig. 24 where the scale of Cp decreases upwards, Le.,
increasing velocity upwards. It is fairly well established (see below,
g7.3) that the abrupt docroaso  starts at about the ssmo Mach number as
shock induced separation occurs on one surface or tho other  ard is duo
to a change in pressure recovery between the offending ahock  and the
trailing edge, this being less complete in the presence of separation.
It seems reasonable  to SullfLise  that in the absence of soparntion  the
&-sdual  and smooth veriation in rTTSZ. would continue until the shook
on one surface reached the trailing edge.

----------_--_-_--__---------------------------------------------------
*It should perhaps be noted here, although it will. be referred to again

later,  that onca  the preswe  at the trailing edge position on ono
surface or the other (and hence on both surfaces) has fallen to the
sonic value, then the equality of pressure can be maintamed by an
abrupt expansion or shock at the trailing-edge itself (provided  the
wake is not too thick). Changes on one surface than  no longer affect
theflacvonthe  othor even  if it is subsonio  upstream of the traiLi.ng
edge. The trailing-edge behaves,  in fact, in the same way as it dots  for
supersonic free-stream Mach numbers and is often refsrred  to some:<hat
loosely, perhaps, as a "supersonic trailing-edgo"  .

= ----------"%A p";o;.E*~ vfhCXe  PT.E. is the pressure at the trailing

edge and suffix 0 refers to conditions 111 the fro0  strcain.  pl3.E. is
usually measured at a point in the trailing-edge of the actual  aerofoil and
mey not therefore, reprosent the pressure at the cdgc  of the boundary
layer precisely.
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Tho fact that the occurrence  of turbulent separation disturbs
the smooth variation of pressure at tho traiLi%-edgc  position, vihcn
considered  in conjunction with the two features  previously d~scusscd,
namely, (i) the close connection bet&on shock movemnt and pressure at
the trailing-edge  position and. (ii) the i&or-relation  b&won tho two
swfacos  controlled by the condition for equal. pressures at tho two sides
of the wake at the trailing-odgo  position, is bclievod to be tho key
to the offocts  of the separation on the steady  flow about an aerofofi".

Consider an aerofoil at lift; separation will then usually
occur first on the upper surface because  the local Edach numbor  is higher
thoro. As the Mach numbor is incroascd,  the dovclopment  of the sopLVat-Lon
reduces the recovery of pressure downstrom  of the shock on that smfaco,
thereby tending to give a lower pressure at the trailing edge than vmuld
othemise  have existed. The condition  of equality at the trailing edge
is imintamed  by (i) a sloxing  up of tho movcznent of the shock on tho
upper surface,  much as was described above  for separation occurring in
cm isolated nozzle with a fixed rate of docrcase  in exit pressure
(see Figs. 23(a) ana (b)), accompanied by (ii) an acceleration zn the
development  of the flow on the lower  surface, much as would occur in a
nosiLo  for a simple acceleration in the rate of decrease  in exit presswo
(this would affect  the rate of decrease in pressure over the whole
surface, or whole nozzle, when there  were no shocks on the surface,  and
later, the rate of movement of the shock itself).

These effects are evident (together with ofher  ~KL.l-kn0~~n
compressibility effects) in the pressure distributions illustrated in
Fig. 25 for the 6% thick RAE.l04** aerofoil at 2' incidence and.  in the
corresponding  direct-shadow photographs III Fig. 26. The mu.n shock on
the upper surface starts, at a free-strcsm iwGh number, &, of betlroen
3.75 and 0.8, to move rearvmrds along the surface from the point vary
near the nose at %xch it was first formed***. The supersonic flow
extends with this movement but also undergoes a change near the lead&
edge; the mall peak with fairly high local Haoh numbers and the oblique
waves graduauy  aisappoar. Thxs  is associated xith a change m the
amount  of supersonic expansion  around tho nose, which is very scnsitivo

*The effects of separation at low speeds (i.e., not shock-mduced
separation) can be considered qualitatively in an essentially  similar
manner, except of course that thoro is no pasallol to the relation
between shock posztion and trailing-edge pressure, and that the
changes  occur with increasing incidence instead of with increas3ng
Mach number. It is of historical interest that the terms "shock-
stall" and "compressibility burble" were introduced, and for a tin0
used, to describe the onset of adverse  cotilpressibility effects,
presumably because the drop in lift waUp one of the most typical  and
severe features and, for tho fairly  thick  sections then Current,  Was
encountered  at an early stage.

""This section was chosen for the illustration because, although tho
effocts  of separation are less drastic than on the thicker ones and
occur  later, the shook moves some way along the surface before
separation occurs and the effects are thereforo shown in better
contrast.

*"'uThe  speed of sound xws first  exceeded locally at No = 0.59.
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to s;w'l movements of the sonic pomt43, and possibly jiso  with a very
-11 lsmmar-separation  bubble*, but does not, we believe, neatly
effect the present argument. For 1, of O.&Z  and above, the pressure
ct any point on the xn-face  between 0.2 chord and the n&n shook varies
little and the qua.htatzve  analogy  wzth the nozzle cm be enploycd  from
about 0.2 chord onwards.

With & increasing from 0.80, the main shock is at first a
single abrupt comprosslon  normal to the surface. It moves along  the
surface at co. fairly  regulti  rate and at No = 0.86 has reached a
position at about 0.65 chord, with a local Mach number of 1.27 just
UpstA cm. It has a smsll bifurcated foot which is the first  slq;n that
the turbulent boundary-layer 1s separating, at least locally  in the
irnediate  vicinity of the foot. Thereafter the separation develops
rapidly as inaxated  by the extending bifurcatxx  ana the changes in
pressure recovery  between the shock and the traiXng  edge; the
characteristic fall z.n trailing-edge Gp starts irnxdlately  after
I&, = 0.86, (Wg. 27). The consequent deceleration in the novenent of
the upper surface shock 1s obvious  beixeon M. = 0.88 and. 0.92. 'lhe
anticipated effects on the lower surface are P&O evident, n3nel.y  the
acceleration  in the development of the flow over the whole surface at
first, leading to local supersonxc  velocltzes and a shock whxh moves
rapdly doxnstream. The change on the lower surface while the flow there
is still subsonic is shown, Fig. 27, by the varxatxm in the pressure
coefficient for a representatxve  point, x/c = 0.48, which follows
closely the KLrmAn-Tslen  law for lnviscid  flow up to & = 0.86 but
then drops more rapidly. The rarked relative movement of the hocks  -on
the two &aces is shown by Fig. 28, Z-L which their chordwise  positions**
are plotted against s.

Between s = 0.93 and 0.94 the upper surface shock egain
moves very rapidly. It will be noticed that at No = 0.94 the lower-
surface shock is at the trailiry  edge  and sonic velocity is exceeded there,
so that, as explained zn the footnote on page 20, the condition for equal
pressures on the two sides of the wake at the trailine;-edge  position then
no longer controls the inter-relatxon  between the two surfaces. The
reason for the occurrence of the rapid movement of the upper surface shock
just before this condxU.on  is reached is not f?dly  understood, but it
might be assocxtted  with the fact that once the shock has reached 0.78 chord
the local Mach number upstream no longer xncreases  wxth further movement
but decreases slightly.

Separation does not occur on the lower  &ace for s.ny  P&ch
number in the example chos;ln,  but does of course in some cases. %S

would lead to a re-acceleration of the movement of the upper surface shock
and a relative  decelcratzon  of the lower sclrface  one.

7.2/

_________________-_--_______L-_-_--_--------------------------------------
%hese phenomena occur  often for leading-edges of smdl radii and are the

subject of a special study because they are thought to play an important
role for thin aerofoils, especiaL!y  at higher incxlencos.

*tie position of the shock is taken to be the forward-most point of tha
'toe' at the surface; the main re-compression occurs at or just down-
stream of this point.



7.2 Effects on the Force and Moment Coeffxients  for Two-dimension
Aerofoils and Aerofoils with Control_s

The effects described in the preceding section, partxularly
the relative movements of the shocks and.  the assooxated  development  of
the regions of low-pressure supersonw  flew, have serxous  repercussions
on the forces and moments. The variatxon  of lift coeffxient  and $-chord
pitchmg-moment coefficients for the case described (6% RkE.104 at 2'
incidence) are sham repectively  in Figs. 29 and 30.

CL Fig. 29(a), rises sncothly  right up to G = O-86,  the
&ch number at which separatxon  was first observed, and then falls, fairly
slowly at first, but mere rapi&ly  between 0.90 and 0.93. The fall is
assooiated  with the slowing up of the movement of the shock on the upper
surface ti the more rapid development of the flow on the lower surface.
When the upper surface shock moves more rapi&Ly  again, between Mc = 0.93
and. 0.94, Cj-,  reccvers frcm a trough and then, with both shocks at the
trailing edge, shows the beginning of a graduai  fall. Thz~  fall ~vould  be
expected to continue smoothly right  through & = 1.0 and beyond because
there can be no further shcck  movement or change in shape of tho pressure
dx.tributx&+.

Cm, Fig. N(a), shows  lxttle  variatxon until I&, = 0.82 at
which it starts to fall, i.e., nose-dorm tendency. This change is not
due to separation  but to the "natural" movement of the upper surface shock
aft of the $-chord point. The effect of separation is not noticeable  untiL
just after iJfc = 0.88 when there is a violent nose-up change. Ttzs. .agam  1s undoubtedly due to the relatlvc  shock movements. The curve suffers
another abrupt change, back to a nose-down tendency, at the same Maoh
number, 0.93, as the lift recovery oocxrs  ad is due to the ro-*coolor%tlon
of the uppor-surface shock. After this, the begxnning of the gradual
,upersonio  variation is shown.

Po - P
The intc@al  of tho pressure cocffxient  ----r-  from the

leading edgo to the balling  eQe has been found for each surface
separately, Fzg.  29(b), to demonstrate how the changes on the separate
surfaces are contributing  to the changes in CL (CL is the difference
between correspcddng  ordinates). Both shci-Y a definite change in trend,
contributing to the drop in CL, at the Mach number at which separation
T-AS first observed. The trough in the curve for the upper surface
between IQ, = 0.90  and 0.925 is most marked.

!be integral f ("I;:)(:  - i)d(E) has similarly  been

found for each -face, &.g.  g@ , to mbicate the separate contrxbutions
to h. Again, both show a change in trend after separatxon  occurs, although
the change on the upper surface is delayed, prcsum3bly because tho reduced
pressures between the shock an3 the trailing edge oomponsato  to some extent
for the slowng up of the shock. Tho changes on both surfaces contribute
to the nose-up tedency  between MO = 0.88 and 0.93.

Tha curves of CL and Cm described above arc typidl for
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cont~ucd,  the curves would necessarily have suffered further  abrupt
changes and would have in fact been similar  to those for the other
scctaons  through the nholo Each number range. The effects occur earlier
for the thicker sect?ons  and are more violent*. The xnfluence  of
sectzon  shape is discussed further 1~1 f17.5, and It is sufficient at
this point to ncte how the abrupt changes can be correlated with the
occurrence of separation on the upper surfaoo  and its effect on shock
mwement. The positrons of the shocks for the TV lC$ sections are
gaven  in Fag. 32 (those for the 6% FSE.~OI+ section are plotted an Fig. 28).
me characteristic slovsing  up of the upper surface shook occurs in every
case irmnediately sfter  separataon  is first observed and CL begins to
fall cdso. The abrupt noso-up tendency is delayed a little and in fact
bears the same relataon for s31 three cases to the first occurrence of
the lower surface shock. A further point of interest in the curves for
the RAE.102 section is that the rc-acceleration of the upper-surface
shook and the associated recovery of lift and change back to nose-down
tendency  on Cm sU occur immediately after M. = 0.88, the Mach
number at which separation was first  observed on the lower mxface.

The effects of turbulent separation  on CL and C, have so
far been described s.n  relation to thezt- variatxon with Nach number at
constant incidence. They clearly must also be felt on the variation of
these quantities tith incidence at constant Mach number; of Cm with
CL at constant Mach number; and of Cm with Mach number at constant CL.
Tkis  is illustrated  for the 6% thick FLIE.104 section in Fig. 33(a),
CL vs a for constant M; Fig. 33(b), Cm vs CL for constant ?I;
and Fig. 33(c), C, vs M at constant CL. The eftect  of timeas@

CCL
Mach number in the absence of separation  is to increase ---) Fig. 33(a),

aa
and to increase the nose-down tendency of the Cm vs CL curves,
WG 33(b). The opposite effect  sn &la presence of separation can be
seen to spread over thd incidence or CL range  as the Xach number is
raised to 0.92, for which value separation  is present even at 0'
incidence (zero lsf't).

As far as is lmown  no very large or very direct effects of
shock-anduced  turbulent separation  on drag-coeffxient  have been observed.
C, starts to rise rapidly due to the shock drag before separatxon  occurs
and continues to do so at about the same rate after separats.on. This is
because any increased boundary-layer losses are compensated for by
reduced shock loss?s,  due to the slowing-up of its novement and possibly
to its bafurcatlon . In terms of pressure, or form drag, the shock losses
can be considered to arise from the reduction of pressure at points
downstream of that at which the surface is tangential to the free-stress!
direction as the supersonic flom develops rearwards,  and the boundary-
layer losses to arise from the reduction of pressure behind the shook
due to incon@ete  pressure recovery. 'Jhe  variation of the form-drag
coefficient for the 6% RAE.lOI+,  20 incidence (see Figs. 25 aud 26) is
shown  111 Fig. 34. For this case, there is in fact a reduction in the
rate of rise of drag when separation first occurs,  and an increase again,
betvfeen M. = 0.92 and 0.94,  when the upper surfece  shock
re-accelerates. (The form-drag coefficient reaches a maximum when both
shocks reach the trailing edge and thereafter settles down  to the
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The close connection between shock-induced separation and the
almost complete loss of lift due to a flap-tyoe  control at a fixed
setting was established for an example described in Ref. 1+2 (separation
also caused a reversal  in the SYL@ of the hinge moment). A reversal
in the effect of the flap has since been found at a higher aerofoil
incidence when the separation was more severe. The mechanism producing
the drop 111 lift, or effectiveness, is the same as on the plain aerofoil
and the troughs in the curves have the same appearance. For the deflected
flap, however, the adverse effect of separation on the relative shock
movements i3 smplified  when the flow at the hinge .beoomes supersonic; on
the surface with the concave corner (lower surface) the compression at
the hinge accelerates the movement of the terminsting  shock for a given
rate of decrease in trailing-edge pressure, whereas on the surface with
the convex corner the expansion at the hinge decelerates  tho movement
of the shock.

The additional effect due to the supersonic flow at a hinge
does not, of course) occur for spoiler-typo controls and they therefore
have certain  advantages in the transonic  r6gime.  It has been found
recently,  however, that extensive shock-induced separation upstream of
a spoiler can serzously  reduce its effectiveness for smsll  heights,
because it is then operating in a dead-air region.

7.3 &nditions for the Occurrence of Separation and Possibiliw
of its Prediction

The work on flat plates has shown that, for any given upst?cam
Mach number, a shock wave  causes separation if the strength of, or the
pressure-ratio across the shock exceeds  a certain value; for turbulent
layers this value lopends  only on the Mach number, as expressed above in
equation 2 (see E12.6). On aerofoils. where, until separation occurs,
the shock is normal or nearly so, the pressure ratio and the local &ch
number imnediately  up&roam of the shock are related by conditions for
flow through a normal shock; theoretically this is a unique relationship.
Thus, if the work on flat plates is applicable, it should be possible to
define the conditions for turbulent separation on an aerofoil by either
the pressure ratio across the shock or the local  ?&oh number just
upstream. The upstream Mach number E more convenient in practice
because the magnitude of the pressure rise across the shock is not always
easily determined with tho limited number of prossure  readings available
for small aorofoils. Further, the Mach number is likely to lend itself
more readily to the prediction of separation.

A certain kink in the surface-pressure curve for the flat
plates was used as an 'indicator ' to determine the presence of separation".
This  fails for aerofoils partly because the downstream  variation in
pressure is very different and partly agm because of the poor definition
of the pressure curves with the few points available. In the following
analysis and discussicn the presence of bifurcation at tho foot of the
shock has been usod instead. !the  reliability of this criterion has been
checked for flat plates by surface tube read&gs in the work of Page and
Sargent2  and in more recent work at the N.P.L., and for aerofoils by the
presence of reversed flow in oil on the surface in work at
Vickers Armstzong Ltd., (Weybridge)@  and at the N.P.L. It is possible
that the separation does not always  innnediatcly  extend to the trsiling
edge of the aerofoil and that the layer sometimes reattaches downstream
of the foot of the shock. Aokorotj found, for example, no evidence of

separation/

"The  reliability of this indication was checked by surface-tube
mea-merits  .
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separation downstream of a shock with a small bifurcated foot. Again,
the varzation  of trailing-edge pressure IS not affected until just
after bifurcation is first observed, Pig. 2J+*.  If such delays occur
they exe, ho'vvever, very  small.

For low aerofoil.  mcidences,  the Mach number upstream of the
shock is the maximum local Mach number on the surface. !&s maximum
local  Mach number has been Plotted in Fig. 35 against free-stream Xach
number for both surfaces of tine IQ% IuLE.102  section for each of three
oncidences. The value of the local Mach number is indicated by a filled-
in symbol when the shock was brfurcated. B-LCurcation,  or separation,
occurred  for this aerofoil  when the local Mach number exceeded about
1.23**. A large number Jf tests have been made with spoilers and flaps
on this same section. Observataons  of separation are available for
these and are presented in Figs. Xi and 37. For each different
configuration end incidence, and for both surfaces, trio  points have beon
plQttf3d in FlfJ. 3. One show&  the highest local Mach number observed
with no separation (unfilled symbol) and the other the lowest local
Maoh number (imnediately  upstrsem of the shock) for which bifurcation
was observed (filled-in-symbol). Results obtained at N.P.L.  on 6% and
lO$ RAE.104 sections are also included. This presentation shows that
separation alvfsys  occurred if the local Mach number was above about 1.25
but never if it was below about 1.22. It suggests that there is an
effect  of free-stream Mach number on the local Xach number for separation,
the latter varying from about I .26 at a free-stream Mach number of 0,7
to about 1.22 at a free-stream Mach number of 0.9. The pressure-ratios
across the shock just before and just after scparat~on**'  have been
plotted inFig. 37 in a similar v?ay  end for the same results. This
suggests that separation  ooours  when the pressure ratio exceeds 1.40
and that there is little effect of free-St-earn  Nach number on this
value.

It is of interest to exaune how these results oom@re with
(i) expressions for the pressure ratio for separation on flat plates
and (ii) observations in other experiments on aerofoils  and wings.

(i) Gmoarison nzth Expressions for the pressure-ratio for -
Separation of a Turbulent Lqwr on a Flat Plate

ps
The pressure ratio for separation -- is plotted in Fig. 38

Pi
against the upstream Mach number M1, as derived from equation 2 (set
page 10) and from that ~&csted in Ref. 16. Also Plotted is the
theoretical pressure ratio, pa/p,,  across a normal shock. The

intersection/

__---__----------__-------------”-------------------------------------

*Observations of shock-induced separation in fLighi#  indicated a
gradual spread of the extent of separation from the shock position
to the trailing edge as the flight Mach number was increased.

"*Once the shock waves had reached the trailing-edge, the extent of the
separation upstream of the trailing-edge was very small and so these
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intersection of this curve with the others  would sug&ost  separation for
a norm1  shock with upstream Mach numbers of ?.I22  and 1.129 respectmcly
for equation 2 and the R.A.E. formula, values somwhat  below those noted
above. On the other hand, the pressure ratio observed on the surface  of
nerofoils for upstreLm Nxh numbers of 1.25 is only 1.40 3s against  1.65
expected theorcticaU,y. In fact, the value  1.40 observed for separation
on nerofoils  agrees  fairly well with that predated by the 'flat-plate'
formulae  at the apprcprmte  Mach number, about 1.25.

Tne discrepancy  between observed and shock-theory presr;ure
ratios for normal shocks on aerof'oils mises because the pressure
domxtream  of the shock is lower than would bc expected theoretically.
%o factors probably contribute to this, mcly,  the change,m
&xplncemont  thickness of the bounclary layer even in the absence of
separation  and, probabb  more important, the relntive~  abrupt expansion
which inm;lediately  follows the normal shock'. As suggested  by
Ackeret et aLI.3  this expansion  results from the decreash  strength of the
shock with distance  above the surfaoe  (it decreases to 1.0 at the edge of
the supersonic regxon.). The decreasing  strongth tends to give decreasing
presmros along a norndl  to the surface  immediately dovmstream of the
shock. The expansion which occurs  near the foot can be considered as
part of the re-adjustment to a norrxal  gradient with increasing pressure
outwards, a re-adjustment which, again as shown by Ackeret et al, occurs
very rapx.Q. This explanat;on  could account for the apparent anomdly
that the pressure ratio for separation is, as far as c3n be seen, almost
unaffected by free-stream Mach number 'Jhereas the upstroan Mach number
for separation  incr&ses  as the free-strew1 Wch number is reduced. The
situation  most probably is that separation  occurs for a certain pressure
ratio, but that, as the free-stream Mach number 1s reduced, the upstream
Maoh number required to give this ratio increases bcccuse the height of the
shock becones seller  and therefore the gradient in its strength steeper.

(x5) Comparison mith Other Results on Aerofoils and Vfin,a

Conditions for which turbulent separation occurred III a number
of other experlncnts have either  been noted or can be deduced from the
results. mese are listed in Table I.

Table I/

------------------------------------------------------------------------
?his  expansion shows up in the photograph reproduced in Fig. IV(b) as a
dark patch iclmediately  following the shock.



Table I

Other Results for the Occurrence of Turbulent-separation Induced by N&Z. Shocks

_----_.--  -.---  - - _-.__ .------------.-----.  -.--  -.---.--__  -  _. ____ ___._  _ _.

Reynolds Natural or Method of
Type of Number Artificial FrePStrem Deducing the Lox.1  Mach Pressure Ratio

References Experiment (based on Turbulent &ch nanber Presence of Nmbcr for for Remwke '
representative

length)
Iqyer Separation Separation Separation

__.A  _...  -_ . .._ --. ---__-. .^. .---.-. _ - _... . . ---. - ---- ._._L .-. . --_ _ . ..___.  _.._  _ _. - --~_-..  . ..i
page  and Sargent  Fla.t.plate (very  thick Natural Bifurcation Not

;.8(~)  -... i _--

(Rcf.2)
kossible effects

.n a layer) and SIX-face-  measured from moict  air
twlnc1 tube in the tunnel
Will measurements

_-.-.  ._ - -- .- --- ---- ----.-__--.------  ---- __--._
(i)2.7  x 206 Natural

>
Aokerct, Plate - Bifurcation Be+neen Between Possible effects
Fcldmann and parallel andpressu~  1.26 and 1.50 2nd fro31 moist air
Rott to wall

(Rcf.3) ‘i:::7

1.31 1.55 in the,tunnel  ,
of curved 1
tunnel decrease in

%T.E.  )
k.2

/ Io,-69 ,-.&i,t_i;o;l-- - -~~.____------  _. __-- .- _. ---.- ._._  J

(Pkl2d  -
Bif'urcntion
b.mWY

Present at Present for i
1.28

by v/ire)
1.55

hY=-
profiles
indicate no
separation
at a
iii.StanCe
6kGYWlStsem)

---------- --.-  ------. _--_ -- ___..._____ ------.. - ---- .-- -- -. ._- ____. .._
'l~,ki.i&  Natural -

-
Bifurcation Present at Present for

1.30 1.45
layer._ - ~.--- --.. ____.__  -__.- _ - ----______-_ __-__

Lic~E.L)
Aerofoil 0.9 x 406 Artaci‘il 0.86 - 0.89 Bifurcation Bctvpeen +#7hTeen

1.21 cmd 1.30 and
1.31 1.48

.---  ___- - _-_---- __-_-- __--- . _ _ _ _ _ ---. _______ -.-------
Table I (continwd)/



Table  I (continued)

Reynolds ivatwa1 CT !,ethod
'LpiX? Of ikmber kctlf2cial F?Y3e-stream ~educmg

References ~ EqErLwnt (based on 'Turbulent Xach ~LI&EX Fresence
represtxtat1ve lager Separation

length)
t------ - - - - : -  -.__-.-._.---_-._-_--.~--.

6/ Vxckers '3m~~ x1 3.1 x 10 Natural Bifurcatmn
I i~i-mstron;: Lid a flAt (approx.  ) and 

plate 011

----------?- ._.____  _ ____..___  ___ ..-_------- ~.-~  --..- .---.  ------___ ____ 
i 'Bmp' 011 0.6 x 10 6 artlflclal &out 0.85 Ilifurcaticm

Gooderum a flat (bjr TWO
/ plate r.cthods  -
I (j@A  ;j28G1r) iare  ahead1 ef. and plate

ahead)

Zalovc~!i and iiercp1me Fu31  scale Katural 0.69 to Bounduy-
Luke in flight 0.71 layer
(lY!cA Fs. WlIl& profiles
~0.~8c22j specmlly and
TIB/l8  65 md1f  Al)
( R c f . r c . 6 )
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The values found for upstream Mach number and pressure ratio
for separation are all consistent with those indicated in Figs. 36 and
37 With two exceptions, namely the pressure ratios observed in the first
two experinents  listed, for both of which there are some doubts about the
effects of moist air in the tunnel. The correlation tith ether  work is
therefore good and it is noteworthy that this embraces finite wings and
aircraft in flight. The last entry in Table I is of spectil  interest
because not only does separation occcr  on the model of this fairly highly-
swept wing (35O at the $-chord position) for the same conditions as on a
two-dimensional aerofoil,  but the characteristic effects on shock movement
are present both for the model and for the full-scale aeroplane in flight
(see Fig. 39).

It is thus fairly well established, at least for low angle of
incidence, that shock-in&cod  turbulent separation will occur both ?or
model and full scale on two-dimensional serofoils  or straight  wings when
the local  Mach number just upstream of the main shock exceeds a value
vszying approximately li.nes.Qly  fmm 1.26 at Mc = 0.7 to 1.22 at
A$, = 0.9. It seems that the same criterion will. apply for swspt  %3ngs if
the component local Mach number normal to the shock front. is used.

It is at present impossible to predict the free-stream Mach
number and lift coefficient for which this conhtion  would be reached on
any particular dosign because or-&y very few section ve1ociQy-distribution.y
have been meaned  mth the boundary layers turbulent upstream of the
shocks and because there is little information on how to apply such data
to find local Nach numbers on finite  wings; little help can be expected

1
from theory cn either respect.

The free-stream Uach number for which separation occurs,
determined from the local NIach number criterion, is plotted against
incidence in Fig. 40 for the three lzro-dimensional  aerofoils recently
teste<  at the N.P.L.
fallln CpT

Also plotted are the Nach number at which the rapid

Mach number a.q.
begms*,  the Mach number for lift divergence*, and the

which the peak occurs UI the CL versus M curve  at
constant  incidence. Any of these *criticalsf  could be used to predict
reasonably well the occurrence of serious effects of separation. The
rapid change  m CI,T E may wel; be more appropriate thsn  the others if
cur asgment is corr&t that the disturbance  to the equality  of pressure
at the trailing edge is the m%in cause of most of the adverse effects of
separation.
with that for

!he Wch number for change in CpT.g.  seems to agree well
the peak in the -if' curve.

A convenient procedure for predicting the occurrence of sepsration
under full-scale conditions might be to measure the variation of CpT,E,
on a model with turbulent boundary layers. It is obviously desirable,
however, to augment the sparse information available for turbulent layers
by naking more complete pressure plots wherever possible.

Two oases for which prediction is more difficult and which
have so far not beecoonsiderod should perhaps be mentioned at this stage,
naively,  (a) the type of flow with high local Mach-numbers very near the
leadirg  edge and (b) the effects of interference:at  wing-body and other
intersections.

--------------------__________I_________---------------------------------

%?fmed by the intersection of tangents tc the two branches of the curve.

'?&fined  as the Mach number at which the rate of rise of CL with Mach
number (constant incidence) begins to fell.
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(a) Local  Mach nmbers considerably in excess of 1.25 often
OCCUR  very near the leading-edges of aerofoils at high incidences
without causing turbulent  separation (see for example Fig.  25).
A partial ccnpressim  through an oblique shock occurs instead and
the Mach nmber upstrem of the min shock is then ,mmwh& less
than the n~cim.m value cn the surface. The lack of informtim
for this type of dxd-ribution is even mre serious  -hsn  for the
more ncrnsJ.  type vhere the local l&h number rises mnotcnical.ly
to its iitaumm value fist up&rem  of the shock. It 1s kncm that
it occurs at increasingly lower incidences  as the sectim thiclmns
(3rd hence leading-edge radius) is reduced. The chief
uncertainties are the strength of the oblique shock  and whether
this is affected by the state of the boundmy layer right near the
nose or by Reynolds number.

(b) The super-velocities induced at a junction would lead to
lligh local Mach numbers and therefore possibly to earlier separatism
lcofmy. For exmple,  separatxm  on the wing o? a hMecr  Srcrszt
was observed to criginnte  f?xm a xingmacelle  junction and to
spread cuhiyards over the wing*.

7.4 Conswumces  in Trsnsonic  Fl&ht

There CM be little doubt that rmny of the undesirable
aercdynarxi.c  phenomena encountered by present-day aircraft in transcnic
fli.&nt  are, if not actually caused by shock-induced turbulent separatxm,
at least aggravated by its cccurrence. lh?s  wuld  be anticipated frcm
results on twc-dimensional  aerofoils and model wings,  snd has been
ccnfirmed  in a number of flight tests.

7.4.1 Ey-flew  Phenomens

Changes of stability and trim nust  of ccwxe  occur in
transition from subsonic  to supersonic flight but could, we believe,
be more progressive and rrmch less violent If the *natural'  movement
of the shock wave3 along  the w5ng chord was not disturbed by sepwatiC&
The reversals in the trend of section pitching-noment vs.rx&icn with
increasing Mach number (see F'gs.  31  md 33(c))  could, for example,
causu  ccrrespcnduy  sudden  changes in trim. Loss of lift  first on the
outboard portion of a swept-back v&g could  also lead to changes in trin
and even to 1ongitudindL  instability. Again loss of normal force due to
separation on tatipiane  or 13.n  xuld.  affect longitudzinal  or lateral trim
and stability.

Wing dropping could quite well be caused by the onset of
separation effects earlier or more severely on one wing than  on the
other, such as might occur in a manceuvre. (In view of the importance
of flow ccnditlcns  at the trail&g edge and the large effect which can
be produced by a snail  spoiler there, very  small discrepancies  between
the shape or condition of the trail&g  edges of the two dngs might
also be izipcrtant in thus respect.) In the special tests on an aircraft
described in Ref. 46 separation occurred on the upper surface'of  n
*glme' over part of one wing but not on a corresponding glove,
slQhtl.y  different in profile, on the other x5ng;  althou& cnly 205s
of the semi-span of each wing was affected, the loss of lift due to
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been aggested  that, at least in some instances, wbg dropptig  occurs
beoause of an abrupt loss or maybe even reversal Or aileron effectiveness.
If not the aciti cause of the wing  dropping, sixniLts.neous  loss of latcxd
control certainly would greatly increase it3 seriousness. In either event
the basic 'ill' 13 ‘most probably turbulent separation.

Ground-launched rocket tests on the effectiveness of flap-type
controls provide an importann; lid between tunnel ‘and  aeroplanes  in
flight. They provide, on the one h=ti,  results v&ich agree well
qualitatively with corresponding tests in wind tunnels and, on the other,
results on mcdel.  wags which confirm fli.@t  experxence, The trough in the
effectiveness versus Mxh nwber  -e is 3r characteristx  feature of LIQ'
results in both categories, a feature which la3 been shown in tunnel tests

ddefinitely to be associated 6ith separation . It is most prubablc also
that separation  adversely affects hti%e  moments. Some effects must also
be expected on the bchnviour of other types of control such as 351~moving
wing tips and spoilers, especxdJy  on thicker wing sections  where the
separation is likely to occur earlier and to produce more vxolent changes
(see below).

Although there is as yet lxttle infomation  on th& effects of
shock-induced turbulent separation at high CL, it is likely to affect.
CL and. nwy also be responsible for the *instability boundaries' which
sometimes restrwt the usable CL to a value beloT:  Cq=.

7.42 Unstea& phenomena

Few measurements have been made of the flow fluctuatxons near
an aerofoil  moxing at high speed, and. the data  which we 'avadable are
either  for scctxns  which sre very thick by modern standards,  or for low
Reynolds number and.  1sdw.r boundary layers. It is kno~m,  however, that
itien  separation occur3  at &ock waves forned  on an aerofoil moving at
mh ~bsonic  speds there nay be fluctuation3 of total head snnd flow
directIon in the wake, and that there are co?xesponding  fluctuations in
the shock-wave position and pressure d.~stribuWm  on the aerofoil.
These shock-wave movements may be considered to arise as a consequence
of the fluct&%tions in the mrtiation  round the aerofoil which OCCUR
when edties  are shed into the r‘ralce,  or alternatively, as a consequence
of presto  fluctuations at the trail5ng  edge (see section 7.1).

It is thou&t that the buffeting frequently observed in high-
speed flight is associated with  these fluctuations; it has certaxdy  been
correlated with the ocwrence  of separation on the wings of 3 number Of
ax-craft  as reported, for example, in Refs. 46, 49 and 51. Since the
fluctuations behxncl  the aerofoil we found to be confined to the mean
bcundarxes of the wake, and these are usually arraryed to clear the
tailplLwe  It seems that the pressure fluctuations on the wing (31-lsing
from the'shock-wave movements) account for most of the effect. Pmh
more work is needed, especially  observations of shock-r;m?e oscillations,
before the d&ails CM be understood, but the follodng spoculatlons
ivh;Lch  are base& on work at the N.P.L. may be of interest.

It has been seen in section 7.1 that, after separating near a
shock wave; the boundary layer on an nerofoil moving at high subsonic
speeds sometlnles reattaches to the surface and ~metlmes  rawins
sepwsated  over the whole of the rezw of the aemfoil. When reattachment
does not occur the begtiing of the wake conttis two vortex shads,
one sprsnymg  from the separation point on each surface. The 3pacing
between the sheets depends on the positions of the separation points;
for example, on an nerofoil at incidence snd.  at a Mach number not too
fw above the critical the separation  point on the lower surface m?y
be at or near the trailing edge, snd that  on the upper surface relay  be
at a shock wave located a short distance behind the position of

maxii.4
I
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-mm.m  thickness.
ye.;:

The spacing my, therefore, be quite large
of' the order of the aerofoil thickaess)  and the initial conditions

in thi mke thus resemble m sane ways those behind a bluff body. In
w cases it is found52  that the vortex sheets forncd behand an aerofoil
moving  at high subsonic speeds develop into a quasi-periodic type of flow
not unlike a KG&n  vortex sheet. !I'his is illustrated in Fig. 41 which
shows the flav round a 10% thick aerofoil at 2 deg incidence and
M, = 0.82. This type of pattern is observed both T&en the boundary
layer ahead of the shock is laznnar  and vfhen  it is turbulent (as in
Fig.  41),  and it is thought that for turbulent layers the turbulence in
the wake near the trailing edge is of such anal1  scale (having a length
scale characteristic of the boundary  layer on the aerofoil) that it has
little effect on the ~vake, which develops its onn turbulence (on a lar&er
sale)  by building  up an 5nstabil.i~  of the type shovm. Theperiodic
type of flow pattern is not usually steady but occurs in Qursts';  that
is a photograph taken at one instant shm-rs the periodic pattern \&ereas
it is not visible in a photograph taken shortly aftenau-ds.  When
periodic flmr occurs, the vortex spacing ratio andfbequency  parader
appear to be of the szme order as at loo speeds.

The above is merely an example of a type of flolv  rqhich  could
clearly lead to buffeting, and it is not suggested that buffet- v&l1
occur  onl,y vfhen the flow is of this type. Even Y,hen the flov? is not
periodic, buffeting may be excited by unsteadiness in the wake and the
associated fluctuations in the pressureson the aerofoil; the details
must depend on w factors including  the natural frequencies of the
aeroplane. It is felt, hocwer,  that disturbances of a scsJ.6 vAuch is
suff?iciently  large to have important effects are most likely to arise
from? the instability of vortex sheets forrled  as a result of separation,
and that buffeting is unlikely to occur if' separation is absent.
known53  that at low speeds the scale,

It is
frequency andlongitudrnal  spacing

of the eddies in the vnke depend on the ins.tisl  lateral spacing of the
vortex sheets, and on this basis it vrould  be expected that the conditions
wKL~ be most severe when separation ocours  fairly vvell  fornrrd on the
aeroroil. The situation envisaged. for a inoderately  thick aerofoil at low
incidence is thus as follovrs. At free-strean Rich number bela-v  the
critical there is no separation; this type of flov? persists at slightly
higher lviach  nunbcrs because, although a shock vrave is present a little
behind the maximmn thickness positian on the upper surface, it is not
strong enough to provoke separation. At a higher Mach nwnber the Ehock  is
stitl well ahead of the trailing e&e, but is strong enou& to cause
separation. The spacmg of the \-ortex  sheets is thus large (see, for
emTle, Fy. 41) and large-scale  disturbances racy arise  and cause
buffeting. As the Mach number is further raised the shock v8ave mves
do>unstreail  so that the vortex-sheet spacing and the scale of the
disturbances is reduced. Vhen the shock reaches the trailing edge the
disturbances are probably of a very sull scale, and since, for a tire-
dimonsiarwl  aerofoil, this  condition is achieved at a froe-strean Mach
nmaber  belou unity it night be cqected that Vrith  zero or snail sv[eep-
back buffet- r&Ll cease before M = 1 is reached. As far as is
laobm,  this explanation is in qualitative agreene&  %ith observation.

It is kcov%n  that the unsteady flc%~ in the uake is a source of
Weak shock waves which are propagated upstre3n towards  the aerof'oil.
lhs is particularly clear in Pig. 42 &ich shcn-ls  the flow past an
aerofoil vsith a blunt tracling  edge T&XI the Mach nunber is just
below the critical. It Roy be seen that the vortex sheets fron  the
two corners of the blunt trailing edge fern? a re@J.sr  'street'  of
eddies and that associated nith these is a pattern of rnvelets  moving
upstream. At &.ch nunbers above the critical the vavelets cannot pass
UPStreruil  thmm& the region of supersonic f7.0~ near the surface of
the aerofoil, and hence fon;l an envelope at the shock wave at the rear
of tho supersonic  region. Further out from the surface the vavelets
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nay udly be seen54to  pass upstream round the outside of the supersonic
region, and sometmes  to cause disturbances at the sonic line  which
propagate downwards into  the supersonic region. This  behaviour is
observed on almost all aerofoils (whether the trailing  edge is blunt or
not) at least when the shock waves are strong enough  to provoke SepWatiOn.
An example  shom..ng  the wavelets on an aerofoil moving at a Mach number well
above its critical is reproduced in Pig. 43. Although the upstream
mcvemcmt of vmvelets  from the wake provides a plausible explanation  for
the formation of the shock wave at the rear of the supersonic region, it is
not yet clear whether or not they have an important effect.

I In mqy cases snsll-scale  eddies are observed near the surface
of an aerofoil close to the point where separation occurs at a shock KWO.
These  presumably arise from the instability of the vortex sheet formed at
separation (i.e., without involving the interaction between the vortex
sheets formed on the upper and laier  surfaces). It is possible that tho
scale  of disturbances of this ‘type n;ry be too small to cause buffeting,
but they nay,  perhaps, have some ooMection  with the phenomenon of control-
surface 'buzz'. Bring  tests at the N.P.L. on a IQ% thick RAE. 102
section vtith  a plain flap at the trailing edge, the position of,the shock
on the lower surface was observed, at one f&e-stresmitioh  number, to be
very unsteady and to fluctuate botvveen the hinge position and the
trd.ing  edge. A change in sign  of the low on the flap occurred. in
steady  flow for this shock-wave movement, and such unsteadiness could
clearly lead to 'buzz* of a flap with freedom to oscillate.

The above remarks are largely confined to the unsteady flow
which may result from shock-mdduced  separation on a rigid aerofoil. The
interaction  between shock waves and boundary layers undoubtedly s&so
has large effects on the oharacteristics  of oscillating aerofoils as used,
for example, in the measurement of pitching-moment damping derivatives.
For low values of the frequency parsmeter,  some information on these
effects may be found. in Ref. 55.

7.5 The Influence of Section Shape

So far only a few section data have been obtained with
turbulent boundary layers upstream of the shocks and such remarks as are
possible on the influence of section shape are based mainly on fasrly
general ccnslderations,  with a few specific examples from the results for
the sections tested at N.P.L.

Shock-induced turbulent sepsratian  would be avoided if the
local Mach mber upstream of the main shock could be kept below about
1.22 until the shock reached the trailing edge. To achieve this, the
.?moumt.  of supersonic  expansion downstream of the sonic point m&f be
kept small, i.e., -1 curvature, a condition which is fulfilled on
th2.n aerofoils at low incidence. For exsirple,  separat.tion  oco~s for
1' imxiiiencu at b& = O.Sl7 for both 10% RZE.  102 and 1% RAE. 104
sections but not until & = 0.880 for the 6s RAE. lOI+.  (Fig. 40).
At wer snoidences where the sonic point is extremely near to the
leading edge, high local Maoh numbers often occur for thin sections slso
and the comparison may become less favourable. This tendency is &ready
begmnhg to show in Fig.  40; for the 1% and 6% RAE. 104 sections at
7 incidence,  the values of M,J at which the local Maoh number for
separation IS reached are 0.735 and 0.757 respectively.



(i) Pressure Recovery.- For present purposes the pressure
reCovcry  froze just upstream of the shock to the trailing edge  can be
dltided  into (a) the recovery through the shock itself 2nd (b) the
recovery downstream of the shock. Just how important the latter can be
1s iilustrated  by the compa.r~~sons  UI Figs. &(a), (b) and (c) of
pressure distributions at each of three free-streamMach  numbers for the
lC$ PA& I04 and 102 sections at 2O incidence. Sep3sation  occurs at
about the swe Mach number for the two sections but the effects on CL
and Cm are raxh more violent for RAE. 104 (see Fig. 31).

l'ne  RAF,. 104  section was desluled to have its ziinir.wa  pressure
at 0.6 chord for low CL compared I;sith  0.4 chord for RAFL 102. The
result of this is reflected in the subsoluc  pressure distributwm,
Pk. 44(a), in that the rate of pressure recovery over the rear of the
aerofcil  is more rapid; the maxiraw;l  thickness occurs further aft of
course ad the trailiry-edge  angleislarger.

Wg. a(b) shops the presOures obtalncd  just after the onset
of seprsatlon  at practically the sane free-stream Nach number for the
two sections (0.794 and 0.795) andvJith  the sane 1ocalhTach  number just
upstream of the shock on the upper surface,  namely,  1.27. The rate of
presaxre  recovery  da-mstream is as yet hardly affected and is for both
practically the same as at
Fig. 24).

lib = 0.71 (see also cumes of CpTmE.,
The values of trailing-edge pressure  are identical. The

comparison of pressures on the lower surface is very sjmil.ar  to that for
IJo = 0.71.

The pressure distr&utions  in Fig. U+(c) are for 2 still
higher free-strean  Mach number (0.853 and 0.855). The effects of
separation are now quite prominent (Fig. 31), especially  for the
104 section  for which CL has fallen considerably and C, shown  a
violent  nose-up tendency. The upper surface shocks are in the same
reletlve  positxns as in Fig. 44(b), both havinE:  moved rew.-wds by
about 0.03 chord only (the Kach number upstream has mcreased,  il'
anything, sl~htly  more for the IO2 section than for the 109 The
varxaticn  oftrallmg-edge pressure has been disturbed  for both sections
(see Fig. 24) but more for RAE. 104 than for RAE. 102. Thus the pressure
at the tra..Gng  edge of the 104 section is now lowr  than that for the
102 section. This  1s an important difference and arises because the rate
of rccwery  is now less rapid for the 104 section than for the 102
instead of more so as nt emlier Mach nwbcrs. It produces a spectacular
effect on the lcwer  surface,  Where for the 104 section there iS now a
fairly  large  supersonic re&ion TLLth  the shock well aft; that for the
102 section is only just fax-. '&is large relative change on the lower
surface iplst be the zmadiate  ceuse  of the difference III wgrutude  Of the
effects on CL and Cm which c?a therefore bo attributed,  ultimateby,
to the difference zn pressure recovery  e.lon&  the sepwated  layer
do%nstrean  of the shock on the upper surface'. The relevant  differences
an seotlon  shape are thought to bc those in the variation of surface
angle between the shock posxticn and the ti%&i.ng  ed&e and xn the
value  of this an&e at the tiailjng  edge (i.e., half trailing-edge  angle).
The overall change  betwen the shock posltxon ilnd  trtiling  edge and the
value  rt the trai edge are both nw.xa%xXLy  sxal1e.r  for the RAFL I02
sectxm  (see Table 2 .
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Table  2

-_-. - -- - ------ -__ .- -- - .._.

I Angle between Tangent  to Surface  and Chord. Line

i x
- --- - -.--._- --- __-_.__ _..I._.  _.. ..___ ]

/
; - RAE. 102 RAE. 104 I
, 0 (lO$  thick) (I& thick) /
i 0.55

-^^ ._--____ ---_  .__-_-_. _--_  _.- .__. -..--.. ^_ 1
-42-P

0.60

j l.M)

-3.980
/

-5 .ti -6.790
I- -..-.-  .i .---.--.  --- -__-- __._ __ __.__-_____. . . ..___

The position of the upper mrface  shock m&t have had some
small  effect in the above exsx?ple. It could prosumb!y  be iwortmt
for widely different positions.

!lhe  effect of pressure rise throu&h  the shook did not i&lueWe
the above comparison for a pa.rtmculas  example  because at corresponding
Mach nunbers it was fronthe s3me low pressure upstream (i.e., sane lcxxd
Mach nunber)  snd of approximately the sane na@itude.  An affect on the
total recovery and hence on the trailing-edge pressure would havever  be
expected in general.,  tending to decrease the recovery \tith  increasing
Mach nunber upstrew of the shock. The pressure rxe through the front
branch of the birurcated shook is the pressure rise for separation  and
varies nuch less mth upstreU.1 Mach nur;lbad+7  the! does the pressure rise
through a normal shock (see Fig.  38). Moreover, the zxxs.l.1  norud  woe
dol;mstresm  seens  to be very weak and to produce little tither co~ression.
Thus with mcreasing  upstream Mach number, once separation has occurred,
the -face-pressure  rise through the shock becomes increasin&  less
than the rise for a nomd shock*.

It is therefore dtsirnble  to restrict the de&ree  of Supers-C
expansion, or, zn other words, the sxf'ace  curvature, whxoh of course is
also the reqxuwxmt  for delaying separation. In this respect and d.50
111  that, as has been sha-m, the pressure recovery davnstrean of the shock
IS less affected when the cunnture  ad slope of the surface are Sd.l,
thin sectlons  continue  to ba beaeflcial even after the occurrence of
separation.

(2~)  Shock Movement.- A given  change in Cra~l5ng-edge
pressure would produce different effects on the relative shock movements
dependmg  on sectmn shape. lqy feature  which encouraged the deceleration
of thcr  upper surface shook or the acceleration of the lower -face

-------------_I-__--_--_--------------_-___-_-------_---_-------w-w-..--

%eas the potit where the ?Sn&le  shook meets the h‘ro  branches of the
bdurcated  foot, the pressure rise through the two branches of the foot
mst be equal  to that through the s-lo  shock, but otherwise oanditions
are not the sane as for a undone  nonxs.1  shock with bifurcated foot, for
which the pressure is the same at sll pornts behind the wave system.
Instesd.,  the strength of the shock and therefore the downstream pressure
-varies along its length; the pressure downstream of the point of
intersection would thus depend on the height of this point above the
,urfce  and the pressure rise at the surface  is not necessarily controlled
by conditions at the point of intersection. Further, the single shock
becomss progressively more inclined  near the point of intersection
(see Fig. 26, for example) and the pressure rise through thzs  falls
belcv?  that for a normal wave.
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one would be undesirable. By analogr  vtith  the shock in a nozzle a slow rate
of supersonic expansion, i.e., mall curvature, is conducive to large
shock novements and conversely. Thus camber would be expected to have  SXI
adverse effect and negative czuzber  possibly a favourable  one. U-I increase
in curvature lowiL.ly  on the lower surfaCe  cdy, such a.s the cusping  tried
by'Gothert57,  might  have a favaurzble  decelerating effect on the lower
surface  shock.

8. The Interaction at Supersonic lprailinFl -es

For sn unswept w5ng the shock waves on the upper and lower
surfaces reach the trailing edge at a free-stresr.1  Kach number less than
unity  and re~d.n there with tither increase of Mach number. Shock raves
are also present near the trailing edge of a swept wing provided that, to
a first approximation, the inollnation  of the trail%  edge to the
undisturbed flow exceeds the Nach angle of the undisturbed flow. These
shook wives interact with the boundary layer on the surface  of the wing
and cause it to thicken or separate  upstream of the ts-tiling edge; this
in turn ncdifies the shock-wave pattern. As in the exsmples  discussed
abwe the effects are serious only when separation occurs; they are
usually  mailer than w%fpl  the shock 1;nves  are located further forward
eddy beCause the interaction &es not influence the flow over such a
large extent of the chord. Moreover, when the flow at the trailing  edge
is supersonic the conditions on one surface of the aerofoil do not
influence those on the other (of. section 7.1). Nevertheless separation
ahead of the trading edge sonetimes  has large effects on the
characteristics of the aerofoil  or of control surface&.

As ire11 as dependzIng on the strengths of the shock vaves,  the
flow near the W&Ling edge is ngsin found to depend on Reynolds number,
and partmculsrly on whether the bourdzuy lsyer  is 1sminaS or tur

&y*'Ibis is illustra%d  by Fig. 45 which shows schl~.eren photographs
the tail of an E.G. 1250 aerofoil  mcdng  at SerC incidence at a Naoh
number of 1.6. In Fig. &3(a) transition is free and, the Reynolds number
(0.8 x 106) be&g loo, the bm&ry  layer is lar&nar  over the whole
surface; separation ~curs shead.  of the trail-  edge and a diffuse
shock system  results in place of the single shock which wodd otherwise
be expected. In Fig. 45(b) transition  is fixed near the leadiz%  edge.
No separatmn  then occurs ahead of the trading  edge ona a sale shook
5s present there.

Supersonic 3ng sec:lons  are usually  thinner than that (12$)
discussed above, and at or near zero incidence  the traw-edge  shock
waves are not straw enough to provoke a very  large region of sepmted
flow. Extensive separation  fYequently  OCCUTS  on the uppar  surface,
however, when the wing is at incidence and the bow layer is ladnar
because the shock on the Lpper surface is then of increased St??

qhk theFor exsmple,  Fig. 46 ocmpares  the pressure distributions meas~ed.
upper &ace of a 6% thick double wedge at NC = 1.6 and
R = 0.8 x 106 nith those predicted by inviscid-flow theory. At low
incidence the agreement is good, but at higher incidences  the pressure
begins to rise ahead of the trsil?ng  edge because lamzinsr  boundary layer
separation occur& at the po'

ffk?
ts indicated. Simi&r features We present

in the observations described by Beastalland  Pallant  who nade tests on
double we&e and bioonvex sections at two Mach numbers (I.86 and 2.48) and
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parallel to the free stresn  downstresn.  The conditions are thus
binilar  to those of the expermmt  on the wedge attached to the plate
described
/

~fl section 3 althou& the pressure gradient associated with
the curvature of the aerofoil surface my have some effect, and instead
of a wall downstream of the shock there is a vortex sheet. Comparisons
between the available results show reasonable sgreenent  fcr lmimr
boundary layers, snd it is hoped, therefore, that the results of the
simple experiment wiil be useful in predicting the chLmaoteristics of
nerofoils. Unfortunately very few experiments have been nade on
supersonic aerofoils  with turbulent boundary  layers and it is, therefore,
impossible to make a detailed comparison for this case. The results
described 111 section 2.5 suggest that turbulent boundary layer separation
is unlikely to occur if the angle turned through by the flow at the
trailing edge is less than  about 12 deg (ti contrast to about 4 deg for
lsminar  layers) e If this is so, the effect of the interaction may not
be very important for supersonic aircraft; for missiles they may,
however, be large not only because larger angles may be involved, but
because the boundary layer may in some oases be lsminsr.

The dif'farence between the behaviour with laminar  and
turbulent layers may be a source of scale effect in model tests as it is
in the other cases discussed here. For example, because of the diffuse
nature ,~f the trailing-edge shock formed as a result cf lsminar
separation, the drag nay be reduced considerably and in some oases may
be less than that calculated for inviscid  flow.

Part III. The Effect of the Interaction
on the Performance of Supersonic Intakes

9. !lhe  Nature of the Flow

Shock wave and boun&uy layer interaction is of particular
signii'icsnce in the design of side air intakes  for aircraft and missiles.
By tho term side intake is implied any intake which absorbs a proportion
of external bow-&q  layer, 2s from the nose of a fuselage or the under-
surface of a Wing. It is the interaction of the pre-entry shock system
with this boundary la:er  which is Irrportant.

The duty  of the intake is to collect a prescribed qutitity  of
air and, under normal flight conditions, to decelerate this air from its
intial  relative veloc:Q (approxomately  the flight speed) to the lcrrv
&oh number required by the engina  (0.4 or less, according to the type
of engine), with as little loss of total pressure as poss.;ble. When the
flight speed is supersonic, the deceleration normally takes place in
three stages:-

(a) deceleration Co subsonic speed  through a s-&gle  shock or
system of shocks ahead of the entry;

(b) subsonic diffusion between the shook system and the entry;

(c) further subsonic diffusion in the intake duct.

Boundary layer separation can occur at aqy of these stages but is most
likely to do so at one or other of the pre-entry stages (a) and (b).
Considering a normal-shock intake, if the free stream Mach number is
greater than  aboutl.3, the shock itself will cause the boundary layer
to separate. If the free-stresn Nach number is less than 1.3 and the
bcunw  layer is turbulent, the shock nay thicken and deform the
boundcuy layer, snd separation may then follow in the further adverse
pressure gradient of stage (b). The magnitude of this pressure gradient
depends upon the entry mass flow ratio*.

w_-__--___---_-r---___________________c__---------------------------------
*Ihe entry mass flow ratio is defined as n = (pV) entry/  free stream.
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In either case the essential features of the flow, as
affecting the ultimate  pressure recovery of the intake, are as shc%i
in Fig. 47. Separation occurs at some point between the shock and the
entry (shown  for SimpliciQ  at the foot of the shock). Behind the
separation point is a dead-air  region, extending into the duct and
separated from the man flow by a zone of turbulent mixing.  At sor.us
point inside the duct (the position depend- on the further  pressure
gradient in the duct, and therefore to some extent controllable) the
dead-air region terrain&es  and normal boundary-layer development
recomences. !kus the various losses which go to detervtie  the final
pressure recovery at the engine face are as follows:-

(1) Loss from friction in the external. boundary layer ahead of
the shocks,

(2) loss from frictaon  on tha walls of the duct,

(3) shock losses,

(4) loss from turbulent miring in the zone following the
separation.

Strictly each of the first three components is in some degree
affected by the presence of cowonent(&),  but a convenient cnelysis
can 3e obtained by assigning to the first, three components the values
they would have in unseperated  flow and regarding the last component as
a net interference loss. A recent expea-imental  stuQq at the R.A.E.
has shown that in the transonic  speed range  the interference loss is
liable to be the major term. Fig. 48, showning  a breakdavn of loss for
a typical side intake tested at Mach numbers from 0.7 to 1.8,
demonstrates this result.

It will be appreciated that boundary-layer separation can
occur at subsonic as well as supersonic flight speeds. The subsonic
case is essen',iall,y  simil3;'  to that already described, with the
omission of stage (3) of the flow. The separation normally occurs
ahead of the entry as before, under the influence of the adverse
pres-ure  gradient of stage (bj, snd is again follcwed  by a turbulent
mxing  zone. Fig. l+S shows, however, that the adverse effects are
muoh less severe than in the rupersonic  case.

IO. The Pressure at Secarat.2~

An important property of the type of flow described is the
pressure at separation. 'lkis has been measured for various initial
thic.axesses of the turbulent boundary layer, at Mach numbers in the
range mentioned. The actual pressure measured is that at the base of
the entry plane, i.e., in the desd.-air  region. Sane  results cr-e
plotted in Fyi. 49. At bvbsonic  speeds, when the separation is
produced by a v/holly  subsonic gradient, whose magnitude is determined
by the proportions of the intake (in relation to the boundary layer
thickness), the critical pressure coefficient generally lies between
0.L and 0.6, varying in an inverse  mccner  with boundary-layer thickness.
At low supersonic speeds, when the separation is produced by a
combination of shock wave and subsonic  pressure gradient the critical
pressure falls as Mach number rises, i.e., as the part played by the
shock wave inoreases. At higher supersonic speeds, when the shock
interaction alone  is sufficient for sepsration,  the critical pressure
coefficient settles to a velue  around 0.35, which,  so far as the
experinents  go, appears to be roughly independent of both Maoh number
and boundary layer thickness.
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Independence  of Mach number is a result sonewhat  in
diszgreenent  with the s&-theoretical relationship ndvmced in
section 2.6. !Ihis rule gives a lower mlue  of the separation pressure
coefficient and one decreasing slowly  with increase of Nsoh number.
!Che  present results support rather the empirical  rule  advanced  by
Beastdll6,  from expertients on the flow over a rectangular  step. !&is
is

ps If?- = 1+1;
PL 4

fror.1  which we derive

Gp
crit

J(ps-pi) J4 2 =Jmoo36
= -;--;-- = mm . ---

SfJoso 4 & 2Y '*

!Fne  present experiments  are incomplete, however, having to
date been concerned mainly with obtdning  results  from the tmnsonio
rang3. It is hoped to add further evidence at higher h@ch nwber  in
the near D&me.

As nentloned above, when separation is caused  by the shock
interaction alone,  the pressure at separation  is independent of
boundmy layer thrclmess. !DXLS is presumbly  because, for a given
boundary-layer fom, the spread of pressure rise inside the boundary
lay=  at the shock position is proportmnal  to boundary-layer thidmess;
so that  the pressure gradient, m units of boundiuy-layer  thickness,
1s independent of the thickness.

11. Methods of Reducb  or Avoiding the Effects of Separation

Faced with the type of flow described in the prkoding
psragraphs,  the practxxii problem, accepting the deslrabillty of a
oonthaed  use of side intakes, is how to avoid, or at least ninidze,
the detrimntal.  effe-t  of born&y-layer  separation on intake
performmoe. Various ways of attackxng  this problem my be suggested.
One 1s to accept a pre-entry flow pattern of the kind Described but
titize  the effect of separation by suitable design of the intake
duct. Another 1s to re-energxee  the boundary layer ahead of the shook
so that separation my be avoided. A third method is to move the
boun&axy  layer by a a&table  form of bleed.

Rrt Iv. Notes on the Further Work which is Required

The available expertiental  rewlts on the interactxon of a
shock wave with the bounClruy layer on a flat plate or prrrallel-sided
body of revolution  indicate fairly clearly the general  nature of the
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It WouLd also be of value to mke exper%mnts  an curvd
surfaces to investigate the effects of the pressure gradient produced
by the curvature on the interaction of the boundmy layer with shocks
generated both externally  and by a wedge attached to the &ace. An
investigation of the effects of surface curvature on the reattaohnent
of the separated boundary layer would &so have %zportant  practWdL
spplications.

Smetines  it is irxportant to know the overnl  effects of the
interaction on the characteristics of the boundiu-y layer (i.e., the
differences between the boundary-layer thiclmess  and profile wel.3.
upstre3n and well  downsizean of the interaction). There is very little
infonzation  on this point because the interacting shook is usuzdly
followed fairly closely by an expansion wave; experinents  in tich this
dif'f'lculty  was zvoided  would be useful.

Most of the work which has been done with interacting shook
waves needs to be repeated with nore gradual  regions ?f adverse
pressure gradient as would be generated, for example,  by a curved
dace placed in the r&n strean.  There  is also still a need for
wurk on the interaction betieen expansion waves ar.ii  boundary layers
dlthougn  the effects here are not so large, and are more anenable  to
theoretical treatnent.

One of the greatest needs at the none&  is for a detailed
oorrelation  between the results of theory and funclanental experinents
of the type described in Part  I, and the phenorlona observed on aerofoils
and wings. A prelininary  attmt  to do this is nade in P3rt  II and.,  for
eXcwle,  in Ref. 36, but m.x?h rlore work is required before it still be
possible  to estlnate  ha7 accurately  the ocourre~,e  and effects of the
interaction in prdtxe  can be predzoted. Correlations of this type are
greatly  hqered  by the scarci-@  of detailed information  111 practical
oases, rind this is further discussed below.

Results of tests n-de with lar6.na.r boundary layers are not
applicable to flat  conditr'ons and nore work is, therefore, requxred to
find slutable  (and preferably sinple) llethods for fixing transition during
node1 experinents~espeoially  for high incidence  v&en the shocksoccur  very
near the nose of the aerofail.

It has been established that the conditions for the occurrence
of turbulent separation  are almost  independent of Reiynolds nunber,  and
further, that its effects in flight  and in the wind tunnel are
qualztatlvely  s2nda.r. !Che  effect of Reynolds nu;lber  on the pressure
reoovery  downstream  of the shock needs to be mvestigated,  however, to
determine whether or not wind.  tunnel tests give reliable inpresslons
of the no@itude of the separation  effects for aerofoils at high
subsonic speeds.

Further detailed explorations by pressure plotting and flow
visualization on finite %5ngs (vith  tinnsltion  fixed) such as those at
present beti  nade by Vickersdnxtrong Ltd. (Weybridge)  rind  at the
R.A.E.,  are required an order to build up a better basic howledge  of
the Londitlons  for sepasation  and of its effects for such vdngs.  The
value of the detailed explorations is greatly enhanced if' thej CM be
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sever+ of its effects. The tests should be extended* to thicknesses
below 6 per cent, and to hi& incidences,  preferably to ha. AS
mch of this work as possible should mcludo pressure plottin& and flow
vTsm.lisatmn,  at least until.  the effects of separat~n  and the influence
of section shape are more fully understood. In this respect, a
knowledge of the flow round an aerofoll  in the absence of the boundary
layer should  help greatly,  and it should be possible to achieve thzs
condition by the application  of area suotion  over the whole or nest of
both surfaces.

me above remarks refer to aerofoils moving at high subsonio
speeds; further work 1s also requred at supersonic speeds  especijl3y
to determine the effects of the interactlou  on the flow near a supersonic
tralliry  edge for turbulent boundary  layers. Very few detailed
observntmns  have yet been rmde for this case.

Novel sectmns  deened  to alleviate the effects of separation
on aerofoils moving at high subsonic speeds should be investyated,  as
should w promising remedy  to prevent or to reduce the severity of
separatmn.

Although, at high subsonzc  speeds, the effects of sepasatim
on aerofoals  are closely bound up mth the flow about the whole aerofoil.
and the mterrelation  of the two surfaces, certam specxfic  features
could  perhaps be studied on a plate or on the ml1 of a wmd tumel.
Exazip1e.e  are the influence of surface curvature or slope, or of a-sea
suction on the pressure recovery dovmstrem  of the separntmn  point.

Studies should be made of pressure fluctuataons  in the mke
of aerofoils with turbulent boundary layers and of the associated
oscillnt~ons  of the shock waves. The development of a technique which
could be used m routine wind-tunnel experiments  to reveal the presence
of large-scale  disturbances  in the wake muld assist m this work; it
is possible that the signal frcn a photo-cell placed in the i&m&e  plane
of a schlieren  apparatus might reveal this type of aerodynamic
disturbance for two-dimensional  aorofoils. In connection with buffeting,
the condxticns  leading to and affecting turbulent separations at wing-body
and.  other junctions  also need to be investigated..

In the field of intake  problems, more vmrk IS needed to
separate out the IKach  and Reynolds number effects on separation pressure
ami to prcvx3.e a quantatatlve  assesment  of each. The ground-launched
rocket node1 technique is suItable  for h1@1 Reynolds number tests.

Fortha studies on side intakes are &also required  to determine
how far the detrimental effect of shock wavs and boundary-layer interaction
cm be offset by suItable  foms of boundary-layer control, at Mach nmbers
above 1.5.

List  of Synbols/

---__----____----__--------------------------------------.--------------
%urther tests planned at the N.P.L. will include the follmg sections:

4 per cent thick R.H. E . 104, 6 per cant thick RAE. 102 (wath  and
mthout control flap and spoilers), and 4 per cent on3 3 per cent thick
biconvex sections.
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List of Symbols

M,
ma,
RO

%J

R

P0

d

c

x

u

9

P

PO

Pl

b2lS.X

PS

P!C.E.

CpT.E.

Ho

H3

Free-stream Mach number

Mach nmber just upstream of the shook wave

Reynolds number based on the distance from the leading edge
of the flat plate to the point where the pressure begins t0
rise (see FG. 1;).

Reynolds number of the turbulent boundaty  layer just upstream
of the intervAlon  (see Fy. 9).

Value of R. or Rt at the separation point.

Reynolds number  based on aerofod chord.

The displnceraent  thickness of the bound
"r

layer at the
beginning of the interaction (see Fig. 4 .

The upstreem influence distanoe  of the shock wave (see Fig. 4).

derofoil chord.

Distance from the leadin@;  edge of the aerofoil (meazared
along the chord lme).

Velocdy corrponent parallel to the surface of the flat plate,

ReaiItant velocity

Local  stats2  pressure at the &ace.

Static pressure in the free strean.

Static pressure at the surface upstream of the interaction.

The naximum static pressure at the surface

The static pressure at the surface  at the separation  point.

The static pressure at the tmillng  edge of an aerofoil

'lhe  pressure coefficxent  at the trailzng  edge E PO - pl!.E.----------
GPO%?

Total  head in the free stream.

lWal head XI intake after complete drffision.
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